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A smorgasbord of programs is 
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PRICE LIST effective February 1, 1992 

TRS-80 Software TRS-80 Game Programs 
Product Nornendature Mod Ill .Mod Price S&H Bouncezoids (M3) M-55-GCB $14.95 
AFM: Auto File Manager data base P-50-310 n/a $49.95 D Crazy Painter (M3) M-55-GCP $14.95 
BackRest for hard drives P-12-244 P-12-244 $34.95 Frogger (M3) M-55-GCF $14.95 
BASIC/S Compiler System P-20-010 n/a $29.95 B Kim Watts Hits (M3) P-55-GKW $9.95 
BSORT/ BSORT4 L-32-200 L-32-210 $14.95 Lair of the Dragon (M3/M4) M-55-021 $19.95 
CPIM (MM) Hard Disk Drivers H-MM-??? $29.95 B Lance Miklus' Hits (M3) P-55-GLM $19.95 
CON8OZ/PRO-CON8OZ. M-30-033 M-31-033 $19.95 Leo Crlstopherson's(M3) P-55-GLC $14.95 
diskDlSK/ LS-diskDISK L-35-211 L-35-212 $29.95 Scartman (M3) M-55-GCS $14.95 
DISK NOTES from TMQ (per issue) $10.00 Space Castle (M3) M-55-GCC $14.95 
DoubleDuty M-02-231 $49.95 The Gobbling Box (M3/M4) M-55-020 $19.95 
DSM51 / DSM4 L-35-204 L-35-205 $49.95 
DSMBLR / PRO-DUCE M-30-053 M-31-053 $29.95 MSDOS Game Programs 
EDAS I PRO-CREATE M-20-082 M-21-082 $44.95 D Lair of the Dragon M-86-021 $19.95 
EnhComp I PRO-EnhComp M-20-072 M-21-072 $59.95 D 
Filters: Combined I & II L-32-053 n/a $19.95 B 
GO:Maintenance n/a M-33-100 $39.95 B Hardware 
GO:System Enhancement n/a M-33-200 $39.95 B Floppy Disk Controller M3/M4 H-MM-FDC $45.00 F 
GO:Utility n/a M-33-300 $39.95 B Double Density Controller (DDC) Mi H-MM-DDC $45.00 F 
Hardware Interface Kit n/a M-12-1 10 $24.95 R5232 Serial Card M3/M4 H-MM-SPC $45.00 F 
HartFORTHIPRO-HartFORTH M-20-071 M-21-071 $39.95 B RS232 Serial Card Kit M3/M4 H-MM-SPK $50.00 F 
LDOS 5.1.4 User Manual L-40-020 n/a $15.00 D TeleTrends TT512P modem (M4P) H-4P-512 $74.95 E 
LDOS 5.3.1 Modi Upgrade kit M-10-133 n/a $39.95 B Floppy drives (5.25" 360K 1/2 ht) H-FD-360 $75.00 D 
LDOS 5.3.1 Diskette - MS M-10-130 $15.00 Floppy drives (3.5" 720K 1/2 ht) 1-1-FD-720 $85.00 B 
LDOS 5.3.1 Mod3 Upgrade Kit M-10-333 same $39.95 B Floppy Drive Case (2-1/2 ht drives) H-FD-25V $60.00 F 
LED / LS-LED L-30-020 L-30-021 $19.95 MSSI HD kit elw clock, 20Meg M31M4 H-HD-020 $450.00 ? 
LB Data Manager-M4 (Ver 2.2) n/a M-50-510 $99.00 D MSCSI HD kit elw clock, 40Meg M31M4 H-HD-040 $575.00 ? 

LS-DOS 6.3.1 Upgrade Kit - M4 n/a M-1 1-043 $39.95 B Aerocomp HD -5 Meg M31M4 I-4-MM-005 $250.00 ? 

LS-DOS 6.3.1 Diskette - M4 n/a M-1 1-243 $15.00 Aerocomp HD -20 Meg M3/M4 H-MM-020 $400.00 ? 

LS-DOS 6.3.1 Upgrade kit - M2/12/16 M-1 1-002 $39.95 B Aerocomp HD -40 Meg M3/M4 I-1-MM-040 $500.00 ? 
LS-Host/Term n/a L-35-281 $39.95 Hard drive joystick port option H-HD-JSO $20.00 
LS-UTILITY n/a L-32-150 $24.95 Hard drive: Kalok KL320 R-HD-020 $200.00 F 
MC / PRO-MC M-20-064 M-21-064 $79.95 D Hard drive: Seagate ST251-1 R-HD-040 $320.00 F 
Mister ED n/a M-51-028 $39.95 B Hard drive: Seagate ST-157N (SCSI) R-HD-S40 $350.00 F 
MRAS / PRO-MRAS M-20-083 M-21-083 $59.95 D Cable: dual floppy extender H-FD-2EX $18.00 
PowerDot (Epson or Tandy) P-32-21? n/a $19.95 Cable: 4Ft floppy (1 S4EDC each end) H-FD-004 $12.50 
PowerDraw P-32-220 n/a $19.95 Cable: 4Ft M3/M4 printer H-RC-PM4 $20.00 
PowerDriver Plus (Epson). P-50-200 P-50-200 $17.95 Cable: 4Ft Radio Shack hard drive H-HD-CT4 $20.00 
PowerMail Plus P-50-003 P-50-004 $39.95 D Cable: 4Ft MISOSYS hard drive H-HD-004 $22.50 
PowerMail Plus TextMerge P-50-100 P-50-1 00 $15.00 Cable: 26-1069 internal floppy H-FD-2NG $20.00 
PowerScript P-50-142 P-50-142 $24.956 Cable: 26-1069N26-1080 internal floppy H-FD-2GA $20.00 
PRO-WAM n/a M-51-025 $74.95 D Cable: 26-1080/A internal floppy H-FD-24P $20.00 
PRO-WAM Toolkit n/a M-51-225 $29.95 B Cable: drive power Y H-HD-CPY $5.00 
Programmers Guide DOS 6. n/a M-60-060 $20.00 B Cable: XT hard drive set H-HD-CXT $5.00 
QuizMaster L-51-500 n/a $19.95 Cable: Custom IDC ribbon (M3/M4/M2) ?-??-??? varies 
RATFOR-M4 M-21-073 $59.95 D Standby Power System: 200VA R-PS-200 $199.00 ? 
RSHARD - RJS HD driver M-12-013 same $29.95 Standby Power System: 450 VA R-PS-450 $399.00 ? 
ST80-111 P-35-300 n/a $39.95 B HD Controller: Adaptec 4010A H-HD-CA4 $75.00 D 
SuperUtilityPlus P-32-132 P-32-104 $44.95 D HD Controller: Xebec Sl42iA H-HD-CX2 $75.00 D 
SuperUtilityPlus CMD file diskette P-32-832 P-32-804 $20.00 T80 to SCSI host adaptor H-HD-MHA $75.00 D 
Supreme HD Driver (PowerSoft-RS) P-12-113 P-i 2-113 $34.95 ZOFAX 96/24 Fax/Modem (PC XT/AT) R-Z1-FAX $125.00 G 
TBA I LS-TBA L-21 -010 L-21-011 $19.95 D Infochip Systems Expanzl (PC) R-IC-EXP $150.00 G 
THE SOURCE 3-Volume Set n/a L-60-020 $40.00 D DJ 10 Tape Backup (PC) R-TD-D10 $199.00 G 
Toolbox/Toolbelt P-32-203 P-32-245 $24.95 B DJ20 Tape Backup (PC) R-TD-D20 $265.00 G 
UNREL-T80 same M-30-054 $29.95 ABlo Tape Adaptor (PC) R-TD-A10 $75.00 
UTILITY-1 L-32-070 n/a $19.95 KE10 External tape adaptor/case (PC) R-TD-K10 $110.00 D 
XLR8er Interface Kit (M3 mode) M-12-X10 $20.00 B 

MSDOS Software The Fine Print 
LB Data Manager 2.2 M-86-510 $99.00 D Freightcodes: A-$3.50; B=$4.00; C = $4.50; D = $5.00; E =$5.50; 
DED-86 [Disk/Memory sector editor] M-86-020 $29.95 D F = $6.00; G = $7.00; H =$1 2.00;? =varies; All unmarked are $3.00 
RATFOR-86 M-86-073 $59.95 D each; Canada/Mexico add $1 per order; Foreign use US rates times 
HarIFORTH-86 
SAID-86 [Text Editor] 

M-86-071 
M-86-040 

$59.95 D 
$29.95 

3 for air shipment Virginia residents add 4.5% sales tax. We accept 
MasterCard and VISA; Checks must be drawn on a US bank. CODs 

FM-86 (File Manager) L-86-050 $29.95 are cash, money order, or certified check; add $4 for COD. 

MISOSYS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 239 

Sterling, VA 22170-0239 
703-450-4181; Orders only: 800-MISOSYS (800-647-6797) 
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Points to Ponder 

Joint ventures seem to be the latest offer-
ings in the computer world. Perhaps the 
biggest may be pairing of IBM and Apple 
to develop an operating system for the 
future. Gee, I thoughtthat was supposed to 
be OS/2! 

Tandy also has their joint venture; they 
have paired up with Matsushita Electric 
Industrial to form a new company called 
PTCC Inc., 50% owned by each. PTCC 
will be in the business of making laptop 
and notebook computers with production 
in Fort Worth. Production capability lev-
els are expected to approach 100,000 units 
of 32-bit and 16-bit computers per month. 

Tandy is also now carrying LANtastic - 
the popular peer-to-peer network. 
LANtastic's the reason that big Red, 
Novell, brought out their low-end net-
work. 

Remember the size of the TRS-80 Model 
I floppy disk drive? Fujitsu's latest in the 
small hard drive class is a 2.5" 2-platter 
unit with 90 megabytes of capacity. JVC 
also has an 86 megabyte model just 19mm 
high and weighing in at 180 grams. Meal 
Technologies of San Jose drove right past 
the imports with its 181 megabyte 2.5" 
drive which is 3.45" long and 0.59" tall; 
it's platters are made of glass! 

Guess who's now big in software? Mickey 
Mouse, that's who. Disney's Computer 
Software Division recently released a 
major breakthrough in a digital sound 
reproductionperipheralforPCs; it's called 
"The Sound Source". Jointly developed 
with Electronic Speech Systems andPhoe-
nix Technologies, it produces AM-radio 
quality - at  very small price compared to 
other speech add-ons. 

TMQ Schedule 

I try to target mailing THE MISOSYS 
QUARTERLY approximately every three 
months. After dragging my feet with the 
last issue because I had too few subscrib-
ers to warrant publishing in August, I ran 
upagainstthewinterholidays. That's why 
this issue appears late. 

Note that your mailing label usually has 
the expiration date of your subscription. 
For instance, those with 1192105" com-
plete their subscription with this issue. 
The renewal fee to continue with the next 
two issues is 50% of the subscription rate 
shown on page 1. 

TMQ advertising 

If you are interested in reaching a 1edi 
cated TRS-80 audience, consider THE 
MISOSYS QUARTERLY. If you have a 
TRS-80 Model El or 4 related product to 
sell, you canreach these buyers by placing 
your advertisement in our publication. 
Current space rates are as follows (re-
duced from previous rates): 

Full page 	$75 

I Half page 	$40 
Quarter page 	$25 

I 	Ninthpage 	$15 	I 

I.  

Icompose the ninth-page ad layout so you 
have no artwork charge. Just submit your 
text. Ads for our inside covers are printed 
in the same color as the cover (MQ 
alternates between PMS colors: green 354, 
purple 266, blue 293, and red 199). If you 
would like to place your ad in THE 
MISOSYS QUARTERLY, send it in. You 
have two issues left. 

Corrections to last issue 

A few errors popped into TMQ 6.1. Note 
thatthefirstcodelineofSlMlL onpage25 
should read: 

SIMIL: $GA DE,BC 

and not DE,BL 

The DISK NOTES was correct as I caught 
the error early. Imade some changes to the 
code after Ishifted the file to TMQ and 
hand edited the magazine copy after test-
ing the code copy. I overlooked editing 
that line. 

Note also that the blank half page on page 
47 was supposed to contain an advertise-
ment for TRSTimes. I apologize for that; 
things have been a little hectic here. 

Speaking of TRSTimes, if you are looking 
for an excellent eye-pleasing bi-monthly 
magazinewhichcoverstheTRS-8OModel 
I, Ill, and 4 environment and which has 
not reverted to half catalog, you ought to 
give TRSTimes a tryout. Check out their 
ad in this issue - honest, it's in here! 
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PD Software Librarian 

Vic McClung has volunteered to be the 
librarian for the collection of TRS-80 
public domain diskettes. Henceforth all 
requests and contributions be directed di-
rectly to him at: 

Note that if you upload a"public domain" 
file to our CompuServe forum [PCS-49], 
and want it to receive general distribution, 
please also mail a copy on disk to Vic. 
There is no legal provision for download-
ing files from Compuserve and re-distrib-
uting them, unless you were the uploader. 
Some of our readers who do not have 
access to our forum have an interest in 
those submissions. So if you want to help 
out the most numbers of fellow users, 
don't limit your submissions to just one 
source. 

MISOSYS Forum 

MISOSYS sponsors a forum on 
CompuServe. You can reach some "ex-
perts" on TRS-80 and MS-DOS subjects 
by dialing in. The forum is reached via GO 
PCS49, or GO LDOS. If you have any 
questions concerning access, get on and 
leave a message to SYSOP. Joe Kyle-
DiPietropaolo will get to you. Please don't 
call me here at MISOSYS because I can-
not answer any questions as to its opera-
tion. 

The forum contains a great deal of pro- 

grams which you can download, as well as 
enter into the lively discussions which 
thread through the message system.If you 
do programming on a PC, the forum also 
contains the listings from Programmer's 
Journal. If youwantto directamessage to 
me, my user ID is 70140,310. Post a 
message in private if you don't want it 
"broadcast"; some folks even send me 
orders via a PRIVATE message. 

DISK NOTES 6.2 

Each issue of THE MIS OSYS QUARTERLY 
contains program listings, patch listings, 
and other references to files we have 
placed onto a disk. DISK NOTES 6.2 
corresponds to this issue of TMQ. If you 
want to obtain the patches and the listings, 
you may conveniently purchase a copy 
DISK NOTES priced at $10 Plus S&H. 
The S&H charges are $2 for US, Canada, 
and Mexico, $3 elsewhere. 

Older TMQ's available 

Volume I and Volume II are out of print 
issues; they are no longer available. The 
price for back issues is $4 + S&H (mini-
mum orderof$15). S&H forasingleissue 
is $2.75 in the U.S. and CANADA; $5.50 
zone D; zone E is $6.50. S&H for four 
issues is $5 (US), $6 (CAN), $14 (ZoneD), 
$20 (ZoneE). Here's a synopsis of past 
issues: 

111 	Cataloging files with a 
word processor, Page display PRO-
WAMapplication; File undating with 
FUNDATE; Array load routine for 
BASIC; XLRSer and the GT-180 

graphics board. 

] T j 	Printing from BASIC 
without cutting words; LOAD 100 for 
Model 100; Generating date/time 
stamp; Favorite recipes; Some BA-
SIC routines. 

lY iii 	Fast in-memory sort 
using XLR8er RAM; Using XLR8er 
RAM as graphics video RAM; Up-
grade your 4P with external floppy 
drives; Doubling of files solved; 
SuperScripsit document file format' 
FELSWOOPPRO-WAMexportutil-
ity. 

Five Twelve K: A bet-
terway; Multi-Command; Touch/ccc; 
Fixes forLS-DOS 6.3.1; DoubleDuty 
Version 2.6.0 released. 

Li 	300 Dots on the TRS- 
80; Tandy 16/6000 Hard Disk Drives; 
NXWAM PRO-WAM application; 
A review of M.A.D.'s XROM; a MIDI 
interface for your TRS-80. 

3 jj 	Imageprocessingonthe 
TRS-80Mode14; AMAKEutilityfor 
MC; New XLR8er patches for LS-
DOS 6.3.1; FORTH: A language for 
every application. 

y,jjj 	It's rude not to inter- 
rupt; A Mode14 mouse driver, Profile 
4+ to filepro 16/dBASE III; and a 
complete map to Lair of the Dragon. 

Fill low memory; Inter-
nal HD for 4P; Roll your own on the 
XLR8er,Profile4" printercodes,Boot 
LDOS 5.3 from HD Model 4; 
Memory: How much and why; 300 
Dots: An update; and Lair of the 
Dragon hint sheets. 

yji 	The final solution to the 
XLR8er question; Pattern matching - 
including SlIVIIL.ASM; ELEMENTS, 
aPRO-WAM application; LDOS 5.3 
XLR8er Interface Kit. 
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LB. Data Manager 2.2.0 
Released 

I have completed an LB database conver -
sion utility which will be bundled with LB 
release 2.2. The utility creates an LB 
database directly from any of the follow-
ing: pfsFlLE4, Proffle4, DIP, dBASE II, 
dBASE III, and fixed fielded records us-
ing signed/unsigned integers, Microsoft 
format single and double precision, strings, 
and IEEE format single and double preci-
sion (for MS-DOS version). The utility 
also directly generates the following types 
of database files or output from an LB 
database: DIP, dBASE II, dBASE III, tab 
delimited, comma delimited, and ASCII 
strings. The LBCONV database conver -
sion utility's menu structure and opera-
tion is similar to other LB commands, so 
you do not have to learn another interface. 

In the conversion from the. dBASE II and 
dBASE III database structures to LB: the 
first 'D' field will be converted to '\'; 
others to 'L'; 'C' fields will be converted 
to 'L'; 'N' fields will be converted to 'N'; 
and 'L' fields will be converted to W. 

For conversion from Data Interchange 
Format (DIF),all fields are defined as type 
V. To maximize the automatic conver-
sion effort, LBCONV supports LABEL 
and SIZE titles for use in pre-determining 
LB's field sizes and names. 

For the conversion from pfsFlLE-4, all 
fields are defined as type V. LBCONV 
will automatically scan the pfs data file to 
calculate the field size of every field; LB 
fields will then be fixed according to the 
maximum fields sizes found; field names 
will be extracted as the rightmost 19 char-
acters of the screen description. 

For the conversion from Profile-4, field 
names and lengths will be extracted from 
the MAP file. Field types will be initially 

set at '" (which is used by Profile to 
indicate an alphanumeric field); then all 
screen files will be scanned for field des-
ignations. The first non-' *'  found for a 
given field will establish that field's type. 
Types'<', '?', 'I' are established as "must 
fill" Literal; type '!' established as 'E'-
protected Literal; types ')', '(', 'i" estab-
lished as Literal; type'>' established as 
mustfill 'N';types '#', '+', '-' established 
as 'N'; type " as must fill 'D'; type '.' as 
'D';and type'&' and'@'as'\'.Anedit 
mode allows you to over-ride these de-
fault types as well as inhibit any Profile 
field from being converted to the LB 
database. 

LBCONV will directly convert an LB 
database to a. DIP file; LABEL and SIZE 
titles will be generated. Field types F, D, 
R, and N will be generated as numeric 
values; all others as strings. 

In the conversion to dBASE IIand dBASE 
m: field type '\' is converted to D; types 
ABLU to C; and types FDRN to N. Field 
names will be truncated to 11 characters. 

In the conversion to TAB or Comma 
delimited files, trailing spaces will be 
stripped from all fields. LBCONV also 
can convert to a file composed of ASCII 
strings, which are comma delimited with 
field data in quotes. 

The LB 2.2 release provides a number of 
small improvements - and a few big ones 
- to the data manager, here's what has 
been changed: 

1.The structure of the index file has been 
changed to store field numbers of all fields 
used in the attachment string. This re-
quires all oldindex files to be re-generated 
before being used with this version, but it 
allows for additional features. 

2.A Find command has been added to the 
sort/select module; this is used to find 
potential duplicate records. The functions 
requires an index file and will automati-
cally use the fields by which the index file 
was sorted as the comparative strings. 

3. A validity check has been added to 
Define File which requires a valid data 
path before allowing a continuation. 

4.The Dup function in the LBMANAGE 
utility was changed to not continue if the 
index entry was "bad". 

5.LB's field input editor now accepts a 
backslash character on alphabetic charac-
ter fields. 

6. The Find command now displays the 
second key name if an index is active 
which uses more than one field and the 
primary key is A, B, L, or U. With this 
enhancement, Find can use keyl andkey2 
of a sorted index file. Strings are entered 
as, "flrst\second". Note that the first or 
keyl string must be sufficiently unique in 
the ordered sequence of records to satisfy 
the ability to find the second key; and the 
string-entry requirements are based on the 
field type of the primary key. 

7. The Print module's output has been 
converted to a line buffer. This allows a 
TAB control in print definition screens so 
you can force a tab to a column. The tab 
can be anywhere on the print line. 

8.There's now a Print command module 
sub-function in the MSDOS version to 
print aCR-LF or just aCR. This is needed 
if an output file is to be used for auto-
input. 

9.LBMANAGE was changed to compare 
only field types and field lengths exclud-
ing field names and print flag. 

10.The TRS-80 version was changed to 
use fputs(HOMECLR,stdout) in lieu of an 
internal sysclso to clear screen on exit 
(and reset inverse video). 

11.Ensured that Select module has intro-
duced use of CKBRKC for TRS-80 ver-
sion in three submodules, and added 
CKBRKC for T80 version in print engine. 

12.I added a check for an output device 
error for printing. If an error is detected, 
LB will now prompt for ESC/BRK or 
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RET. Also, the output device will be 
issued a cleareofO to reset an end-of-file 
condition. This is useful if you are direct-
ing output to aprinter which goes off-line. 

13.1 changed Delete in the Edit module to 
zero the number of active records and the 
number of deletes if the last record used is 
deleted. Also the index file, if any in use, 
is detached. 

14.I added a command in the Define 
screen sub-menu, to automatically gener-
ate an Edit/Update/Delete screen. Use 
"0". It uses the following procedure: (a) 
if the length of any field name and its field 
length exceeds 78, auto gen is inhibited. 
(b) if the maximum field name length plus 
the maximum field length exceeds 78, the 
screen is generated on a fully left align-
ment, horizontally centered in the screen 
area. (c) Otherwise, the screen is column 
aligned so that all field entries start in the 
same column. The longest field 
name+length is centered. (d) Field names 
precede field entry; a colon-space is used 
as a separator. (e) A maximum of21 fields 
can be displayed; one per screen line. If 
there are less than 20 fields, a centered 
title (the name of the database), is in-
serted. (t) If a calculated field is being 
handled, the normal screen prompts are 
generated for entry of calculation string 
and format. (g) Once complete, the user 
remains in screen define mode - use <F3> 
as normal to initiate escape to the define 
command menu so that the screen can be 
<S>aved - or continue to edit the screen 
definition. 

15.A last minute request from one user 
resulted in an additional function in field 
editing. The <HOME> key under MS-
DOS or the <SH]FT><F1> key underLS-
DOS will move the cursor to the start of 
the fieldbeing edited; the mode will revert 
to overstrike. 

If you are an existing LB 2.1 user and wish 
to move up to the new release 2.2, return 
your existing two disks with $10 for the 
update; if you purchased your LB 2.1 after 
December 31, 1991, the.update is free 
until March 31, 1992 Existing LB 1.0 

users can still upgrade to version 2.2 by 
sending in the Table of Contents page 
from the LB User Manual with the $40 
upgrade fee plus appropriate shipping. 

Ihave started anew policy for trade-ins of 
equivalent software products for a 
MIS OSYS software product. Previously, 
you had to return the complete package; 
that's no more. Just send in an original 
Table of Contents page with the trade-in 
fee which is 50% of the price of our 
product. So for LB 2.2, trade in any other 
database product and you can purchase 
LB for $49.5Oplus S&H. How's that for a 
deal? 

International LS-DOS 
6.3.1 

With my major bungling out of the way, I 
discovered thatMISOSYS did indeed have 
the international keyboard driver for LS-
DOS. Thus, I havebeen able toprepare the 
French and German versions of LS-DOS 
6.3.1 (F&G). If you havepurchased a 6.3 
version in the past, you need to order only 
a replacement disk - but you must specify 
which version you want -F or G. The cost 
is $15 plus S&H. If you are starting with 
6.2 or earlier, order the upgrade kit for 
$39.95 + S&H. 

MRAS/PRO-MRAS 

MRAS has been updated to directly handle 
the support of 64180fZ180 extended op-
codes such as: MLT; INO g,(m); OUTO 
(m),g; OTIM; OTIMR; OTDM; OTDMR 
TSTIO m; TST g; TST m; and TST (HL); 
and SLP. In addition, Richard Van 

Houghton revised MLINK for us to sup-
port3-bytepointersforthevirtualmemory 
ifie facility; thus, you should be able to 
link very largeprograms using many over-
lays as the new virtual file limit has been 
increased from 64K to 16 Megabytes. 
Want an update? Send back your existing 
MRAS disk with $10 plus $3 S&H or 
purchase a new MRAS disk for $15 + 
$3S&H. Please be honest! 

Price Reductions 

There have been two significant price 
reductions in MS-DOS products 
MISOSYS purchases for resale. First, 
Zoltrix has lowered the price of their Fax/ 
Modem boards. Details on this plug-in 
board were presented in TMQ V.iii; it's a 
9600 baud Group ifi send & receive fax 
plus a 2400 baud modem. With their new 
price structure, these boards can now be 
sold for $125. I still have five in stock 
which I bought for $175 each. My loss is 
your gain. All Zoltrix ZOFAX 96/24 
fax/modems will now be available for 
$125 + $7S&H. 

Colorado Memory Systems has also re-
duced the price of their tapebackup drives 
forPCs. The DJ-10 (120M with data com-
pression) was lowered from $399 to $250 
retail; the DJ-20 (250M with data com-
pression) was reduced from $499 to $350. 
These are not MISOSYS prices. Ourprice 
for the drives will be $199 for the DJ-10 
and $265 for the DJ-20. These are prices 
for internal units - they need a 5-1/4 1/2-
ht slot and a floppy connection. At these 
prices, we aren't including blank tapes 
with the price. Let me say that if you are 
running an MS-DOS machine with a hard 
drive and are still fussing with floppies for 
backup - or worse yet, nothing - you really 
ought to invest in a tape drive. Your data 
depends on it. 
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Graphics Formats 

Fm Robert W. Via: Since I've been 
messing with graphics files, I havelearned 
there are a million formats. I know about 
GIF, HR, CHR, BLK but what are RLE 
files and how do you print or display 
them? 

Fm Frank Slinkman [72411,650]: Rob-
ert, RLE = Run Length Encoded. The 
"original" RLE was a CIS invention - 
their first attempt at a hardware-indepen-
dent graphics format. It had a resolution 
of 256 x 192, monochrome only. Lately, 
some 24-bit color graphics is being stored 
in a different kind of RLE. 

There are a couple of CIS-RLE decoders 
for the TRS-80 line over in the Graphics 
Support Forum (GO PICS), including my 
own M4RLE/CMD. Look in lib:3 there, 
and bro trs*. 

Essentially, pixels were grouped in black-
white sets, and all codes were in the ASCII 
range, namely 20H to 7EH. If the first 
pixels in an image were 5 black followed 
by 5 white, then the first two bytes in the 
file would be 25H 25H, the count base 
2011. if the first line of 256 pixels were all 
white, then the first bytes would be 20H 
7EH2OH7EH2OH44H, meaning 0black, 
94 white, 0 black, 94 white, 0 black, 68 
white. 

The loose RLE format specification is in 
PICS lib: 14 and there are a great many 
RLE images in QPICS lib: 14 (as one in 
lib:0 here: ODIE/BLE, the last time I 
looked). 

Model I Help 

Fm William Buzbee: Hello I'm looking 
for some friendly advice to make my life 
a little easier when transferring files be-
tween my trusty old Model land my shiny 
new Madllcx. 

My Model 1 has a Percom doubler, 1.5X 
speedup mod, two DD/DS drives and is 
running LDOS 5.1.4. Besides a couple of 
hard drives, the Mac has a 3.5" drive and 
software capable of reading and writing 
MS-DOS disks. I also have Supercros' 
Xr software for theModel 1 which allows 
it to read and write MS-DOS disks. 

Now, my problem is that my Mac's 3.5" 
drive doesn't like getting 5.25" disks 
stuffed in its little slot. I can buy a 5.25" 
drive for the mac, but I kind of hate to 
spend the money just for file transfer. 

My question is: Can I get a 3.5" drive for 
my Model 1? Also, does anyone know if 
Supercross/XT would recognize it if I 
did? 

Fm Daniel L. Srebnick: Yes, to both 
questions. Roy of MISOSYS, telephone 
800-MISOSYS can sell you the 3 1/2" 
drive for the model 1 [and a new LDOS 
5.3.1 to boot]. And as far as Supercross 
goes, it has a multitude of selections for 
disk formats, one of which I believe will 
support the 720k 3.5" MS-DOS format. 
Don't have the manual here, but I know I 
have moved stuff from my model IV using 
720k 5.25" disks. The form factor should 
make no difference. 

0 
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Model I LDOS 5.3.1 

Bill Buzbee, Santa Clara, CA: Roy, I 
never guessed how much money you'd 
cost me by bringing out LDOS 5.3.1 for 
the Model 1. Before you did that, my old 
beast had been gathering dust in the cor-
ner. Now I find myself hacking away at it 
again-with a shiny new 720K 3.5" system 
drive, MC, the SOURCE, etc. Not only 
that, but I've added two more Model l's 
to my spare parts closet. I suspect I'll be 
able to keep the old thing going for at least 
another ten years. 

Anyway, it seems my thirst for Model 1 
paraphernalia hasn't died yet. The 3.5" 
drive has opened up a lot of space on my 
working system disk, so I'd like to get the 
/CMD file version of SuperUtility+. I 
assume you're following the oldPowerSoft 
upgrade rules, so enclosed is one of my 
original disks along with a signed /CMD 
file agreement. 

Thanks for hanging in there with the 8-bit 
world. I work as a compiler writer for 
Hewlett-Packard - specifically compilers 
for HP's line of RISC super-workstations 
-butlwillalways have asoftspotforTRS-
80's. They are tremendous machines. 

Incidentally, a while back you asked what 
people use them for. Back in '85 or so 
when HP was developing the first com-
mercial RISC mini's, I was the primary 
engineer for HP's commercial language 
(COBOL, RPG, etc.) code generation sup-
port. This involved handling all of the 
ugly decimal arithmetic, string moves and 
comparisons as efficiently as possible. I 
worked a lot at home testing, 
benchmarking and comparing various code 
generation strategies andalgorithms. How 
did I analyze my data? Yep, you guessed 
it: Visicalc on my Model 1.Eventually the 
complexity of my benchmark spreadsheet 
forced me to move on, but I got a lot of 
very serious, very useful work done be- 

fore then. The work I did using the Model 
1 was the basis of a software patent appli- 
cation and continues to live on in the 
Millicode code gen support routines on 
the current super-hot HP 700 boxes. 

Double sided Ml 

Fm Pierre Noel [72321,1223]: Referenc-
ing Model ILDOS 5.3.1 FORMAT/CMD 
(Double sided double density SYSTEM 
disk): 

Format :d (SYSTEM) (Model I, 5.3.1) 
will format side 1 of track 0 in single 
density instead of side 0 of a double sided 
disk. This problem prevents the making 
of a bootable double sided double density 
system disk for the model I. I patched 
FORMAT/CMD to correct that problem. 
With this patch, FORMAT :d (SYSTEM) 
will format track 0, side 0 in single density 
instead of side 1 (BUG?). FORMAT will 
still lock out all the granules of side 1 of 
track 0. The second granule of track 0 
(side 0) will still be free, even if allocated 
to BOOT/SYS by SOLE. The same prob-
lem exists with single sided system disk. 
The third granule (track 0, side 0) will be 
locked Out in both cases. 

Other PATCHES requested! Since track 
0, side 0 is formatted in single density and 
has only 10 sectors, this track cannot be 
used for files. It will be better if the three 
granules of track 0 (side 0) were allocated 
to BOOT/SYS and no granule locked out. 
This should be applied to both cases (1 or 
2 sides) when the (SYSTEM) parameter 
is used. The three granules of track 0, side 
1 (double sided disk) would be available 
in double density like on any other track. 
Only bad granules should be locked out. 
Many backup utilities will unlock good 
granules on the destination disk. Allo-
cated granules will always stay allocated. 
If these granules were allocatedto BOOT/ 

SYS, SOLE should not increase the num-
ber of granules allocated to BOOT/SYS. 
BACKUP can not make a mirror backup 
of a double sided disk with track 0, side 0 
in single density. The procedure to make 
a SYSTEM disk shall be used even to 
make a backup copy. Some other backup 
utilities can do a mirror backup of such 
disks. 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: A letter was sent to 
all Model I 5.3.1 recipients which in-
cluded a fix for that, plus FDUBL and 
SOLE for Percom-type doublers, plus one 
small absolutely mandatory patch for 
SYSO/SYS - all 4 fixes strictly for the 
Model I version. Unless you are affected 
by the Canadian Postal strike, you should 
have received the letter by now. 

Fm Pierre Noel: Roy, I did receive your 
letter containing the patches. The first 
two were already installed. I added the 
twoothers(SOLE2)FIXandSYS01 1/FIX). 
Even with these fixes, FORMAT :d(SYS-
TEIv1) still formats in single density the 
wrong side of a double density and 
DOUBLE SIDED diskette. 

SOLE will not detect theproblem and will 
modify the BOOT/SYS butitwon'tBOOT 
because the track is in DOUBLE DEN-
SITY (sectors numbered 0 to 17 and for-
matted with 6DB6 on the first side and 
sectors numbered 0 to 9 and formatted 
with E5E5 on the second side). 

I patched FORMAT so that the right side 
of cylinder 0 is formatted in single den-
sity. I uploaded the patches in file FOR!! 
FD 

SOLE and BACKUP can be use to make 
a DOUBLE SIDED SYSTEM disk in 
DOUBLE DENSITY using the patched 
FORMAT/CMD and the instructions in 
the upgrade documentation (pages 5 & 6). 

BACKUP will not make a MIRROR 
BACKUPof this type of diskbutBACKUP 
"by class" can be used: in fact the whole 
process of creating a bootable double 
density disk must be used. 
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Since, I added other patches to FORMAT 
and SOLE so that the second side of track 
0 (formatted in double density) is not 
locked out and is available for data. The 
first side of that track is allocated to 
BOOT/SYS by SOLE with no granule 
locked out. SOLE2IFJX  still keeps one 
granule locked out. With this additional 
patch, FORMAT does not lock out any 
granule unless there is a bad one. 

Is BIT 4 of byte CD of the GAT used to 
indicate a diskette with track 0 is in single 
density while the others cylinder are in 
double density? 

Mn Roy Soltoff: Pierre, Bit4 of GAT+CD 
is used in LDOS 5.3.1 to indicate that 
cylinder 0 is single density while all other 
cylinders aredouble density. I chose notto 
mix densities on a 2-sided track 0 because 
of the complications arising from the 
methods used by the DOS to calculate the 
actual sector given the granule number. 

Fm Pierre Noel: Roy, I thank you for the 
information about bit 4 of OAT + CD. I 
agree with you that the DOS can't easily 
deal with dual density disk. But this does 
apply equally to a single sided disk as well 
as to a double sided disk. As long as the 
single density trackis not usedby the DOS 
(BOOT/SYS excepted), there should be 
no problem with a bootable double sided 
system disk. The single density track 
granules shall be allocated to BOOT/SYS 
and/or locked out. 

FORMAT/CMD :d(SYSTEM)hasasmall 
bug that causes the problem with a double 
sided disk: after formatting and verifying 
are completed, FORMATre-formats track 
Gin single density. Inorderto do that, BIT 
6 of (IY+4) is reset (select single density). 
In the case of a double sided disk, BIT 4 
of (IY+3) is set (side 1 was last accessed) 
and must be reset (start with side 0). 
Adding a<RES 4,(IY+3)> (ED CB 03 A6) 
somewhere in a shortened message or in 
memory below X'6000' shall do that. 
Single sided disks will not be affected 
with the additional code, that bit being 
always reset. FORMAT :d (SYSTEM) 
will then make a double sided disk with 

cylinder 0 in single density (both sides); 
the granules of the second side will be 
locked out (no patch necessary). SOLE 
(modified with your SOLE2/fix) will work 
and BACKUP (no patch required) will 
recognize that disk: BACKUP will make 
a mirror image backup of such a disk. 

Without that modification, FORMAT :d 
(SYSTEM) re-formats only side 1 (the 
wrong side) of cylinder 0 of a double sided 
disk. SOLE installs its double density 
driver on side 0 of cylinder 0 which has 
been leftin double density;: thatdisk can't 
boot. SYSO/SYS can be located about 
anywhere including any side on a Model 
I double density system disk; on a Model 
ifi system disk, it must be located on side 
0, otherwise the disk won't be bootable. 

I also patched FORMAT so that when 
(SYSTEM) is requested, BIT 7 of 
GAT-1-CD is reset (directory slots are re-
served for SYSTEM files) and FORMAT 
terminates by automatically running 
SOLE. The formatted disk is ready to 
receive the system files, even if some files 
are already written to that disk before the 
system files are transferred to it. Auto-
matically running SOLE immediately af-
ter formatting allocates the second gran-
ule of cylinder 0 to BOOT/SYS and pre-
vents the DOS from trying to use that 
granule which is in single density and is 
not compatible with the other cylinders 
which are in double density. I think such 
a diskette (single or double sided) can be 
used safely even if the system files are not 
backup'd onto it. 

Special deal? MISOSYS could sell a spe-
cial package to Model I owners: two 
double sided drives (I don't think single 
sided drives are still available) in a case 
with power supply, a new drive cable and 
a DOS capable of using all the capacity of 
each drive! Some Model I users are 
probably still using their worn single sided 
<35> track drives. If someone buys new 
drives to be used with a Model I and 
afterwards the Model I should die, he 
could easily use its new drives with many 
computers, including those who use 
MSDOS. 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: You are absolutely 
correct about the bug in Model I FOR-
MAT with the SYSTEM parameter. I 
didn't read you clearly before. What is 
happening is that after the disk is format-
ted in double density, a 2-sided format 
will leave bit-4 of DCT+3 set, indicating 
that the second side is selected. The sub-
sequent routine which is supposed to re-
format track 0 then starts with the second 
side (side!) and does notre-format side 0. 
That's why a SOLE'd 2-sided disk can't 
boot. The problem is fixed by resetting 
that bit prior to the re-format. 

Now the patch you worked up not only 
resets that bit but also resets the bit show -
ing the disk as 2-sided [RES 5,(IY+4)],so 
only the first side is re-formatted to SDEN 
which leaves the second side in DDEN. 
Although you may find that more practi-
cal for your tastes, I don't. The DOS does 
notproperly handle adiskette with amixed 
configuration on the same track. The dif-
ficulty is in calculating the actual sector 
number of the second side. I would prefer 
to not create additional headaches by mix-
ing the density on track 0. Thus, I am 
modifying your patch accordingly. Note 
that I have just NOP'd out the additional 
reset instruction so those who want to 
follow your recommendation can do so. 

Now with this patch applied, Model I 
LDOS 5.3.1 users can boot a 2-sided 
DDEN disk and BACKUP can handle the 
disk - mirror-image - provided additional 
pre-formatted disks using FORMAT 
(SYSTEM) are used as the target. The 
entire cylinder 0 will be locked out from 
use; however, the reduction of three gran-
ules on a 360K disk is minimal. 

I have finished with the Model I LDOS 
5.3.1 and have to go on to other things - 
like something to make a buck less we 
drop out entirely. Next you'll ask me for 
an LB for the Model I! 
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LDOS 5.3.1 Model I 
Patch corrects FORMAT 

(SYSTEM) on 2-sided disks 
Apply via, PATCH 

FORMAT . UTILITY FORMAT 1. 
D01,D221 6F 67 
F01,D2=21 63 67 
• Call new code (the patch) 
D01,DE—cD 63 61 
F01,DECD 67 64 
• New code located in 
message at X'6763' 
D07,AE=D 67 64 ED CE 03 
A6 00 00 00 00 C9 
F07,E=0A 50 72 65 70 61 
72 69 6E 67 20 74 
• New beginning of trun-
cated message 
D07,BA=OA 20 01 EC 71 67 52 
F07,B6F 20 01 EC 71 67 72 
• Eop 

LDOS 5.3.1 Question 

Fm Bob Cunningham: Roy, A goodnew/ 
bad news story: The good news-the LDOS 
5.3.1 came today. The bad news-how do I 
default the DIR command to present a 
abbreviated listing? I tried the PATCH 
SYS6/SYS.SYSTEM (D08,92=00 
00:F08,92=FFFF) which worked with 5.3 
but got the message 'F08,92=FFFFFIND 
Me mismatch'. Any suggestions? 

Also, a critique item: When I performed 
the BACKUP :0 :1 (S,I,OLD), it blew 
away the part of CONFIG/SYS (?) that 
retained the device settings (active drives, 
step rates, and SYSRES files). Also, it 
seems to have copied ALL the files from 
the new disk, not just the stuff already 
there (seems the OLD param didn't work 
for me). If I had known this, I would have 
printed the original settings so I would 
have a place to start. Thanks anyway for 
a super product. 

Fm Roy Soltoff: Bob, I have not investi- 

gated any patch to default DIR to abbrevi-
ated listing. A little work with FED on 
your part will most likely find the spot. As 
far as "blowing away CONPIG/SYS", 
that is not entirely correct. When you 
perform a BACKUP by Class, BOOT! 
SYS is copied when SYSO/SYS is copied. 
That's part of the operation of moving a 
set of DOS files. There is a pointer in 
BOOT/SYS which indicates the presence 
of a CONFIG/SYS file. You could - if you 
wanted to risk it - save the CONFIG/SYS 
file to another disk, SYS GEN, then COPY 
the old CONFIG/SYS back to the system 
disk (or even SYSGEN,Drive=1) to avoid 
overwriting the old CONFIG), but you 
would risk having the configuration ifie 
not match with the new DOS. Say, for 
instance, that you had the KI/DYR in your 
configuration. Unless you went through a 
new installation, you would not gain the 
advantages of the new 1(1 driver (if on a 
Mod 4). Doing a BACKUP (OLD) will 
only copy files which exist on the destina-
tion disk - it will not copy files which 
aren't on the destination. 

Mn Bob Cunningham: Roy, Since I don't 
know the ins and outs of how LDOS 
works, I'm not sure how! could use FED 
to find the spot in SYS6/SYS to make an 
abbreviated listing. Perhaps someone on 
the Forum with more skill might have 
already attempted it and will make it 
available to the rest of us. 

I understand that CONFIG/SYS was cop-
ied over during the BACKUP :0 :1 
(S,I,OLD) operation. What I was getting 
at was it might have been nice to have 
mentioned this in the one line of installa-
tion instructions provided with the disk. 
The last thnelupgraded was in 1987 when 
5.3 cameout. Imusthavefiguredoutwhat 
I wanted then and recorded it somewhere 
prior to the upgrade to 5.3.0 since I don't 
remember it being a problem then. Pres-
ently, I was able (I think) to reaccomplish 
customized configurations to match what 
I had. I was just surprised I was not 
informed prior to the operation. 

Thanks for the help. Now I guess the 
software will have a chance of outlive my 

Model 3. At least you won't have folks 
complaining in eight years about why 
they can't input a date past 1999. Keep up 
the good work and thanks for the reply. 

Fm Roy Soltoff: Bob, CONFIG/SYS was 
NOT copied over during the BACKUP 
because CONFIG/SYS is not on the distri-
bution disk. What I said was that when 
SYSO/SYS is copied, BOOT/SYS is also 
moved. There is a flag in BOOT/SYS 
which tells the DOS whether or not a 
CONFIG/SYS file is present. When the 
new BOOT/SYS overwrotetheold BOOT! 
SYS, the flag was reset; thus, SYSO was 
not aware of aCONFIG/SYS file existing. 

FED is documented as a utility of LDOS 
which has been provided ever since 5. 1.4 
- which goes back a few years - to 1984. 
You should learn how to use it. If you FED 
the SYS6/SYS.SYSTEM ifie of LDOS 
5.3.0 looking for the record and byte 
location of what the old patch was chang-
ing, then look somewhere around that 
location - give or take a sector or so- in the 
new 5.3.1 SYS6/SYS file, you will prob-
ably find the spot to change.. If you expect 
to continue to use your machine, you 
really ought to spend a little time and be 
comfortable with FED. 

Fm Pierre Noel: Bob, Here is the patch to 
get the abbreviated listing when issuing a 
DIR command. It's for LDOS 5.3.1 
(Model I & Model 111) 

PATCH SYS6/SYS. SYSTEM 
(D08,8C=00 00:F08,8C=EF FE) 

MARGIN/FLT 

Fm Clay S. Scott, Warsaw, NC: Roy, 
This is in reference to the filter MARGIN! 
FLT from the FILTERS package no. L-
32-053. 

At first it seemed that this filter (MAR- 
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GIN/FLT) might be another handy and 
useful way to set the printer's left margin 
but when I installed it with the command 
FILTER *pR GIN,FLT (W=15) and 
then sent data to the printer, only the first 
line wouldhave the specifledmarginwidth 
(w=15). All the following lines had no 
margin spacing. These results were ob-
tained using a Mod 4, LDOS 5.3.1 and a 
Tandy DMP 430 printer. 

The mention of the two character printer 
code sequence in the filter docs is very 
confusing to me. How and where is this 
printer control code sequence to bepassed 
entered or input into the system and at 
what level? 

Finally, could this filter be used as a 
general purpose method to control the 
printer left margin under LDOS without 
using the two character control code se-
quence? Your comments and explanation 
will be greatly appreciated. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Clay, concerning the 
LDOS MARGIN filter (part of FILTERS 
product), MARGIN is supposed to output 
space characters prior to the output of a 
line to the printer - all lines. Ijust tested it 
out on my DMP500 printer and it works as 
advertised. There's a catch, though. The 
margin spaces will only begenerated when 
the preceding character is either a RE-
TURN or LINEFEED. That is not an 
abnormal catch. You might investigate 
what the output stream was. Perhaps nei-
ther a RETURN nor LINEFEED were 
being sent? This could be the case if the 
program generating the output was rely-
ing on automatic return-linefeed genera-
tion by the printer at the end-of-line. 

The documentation on the control se-
quence is rather confusing. I didn't write 
that as the product was acquired from LSI; 
however, I can tell you what it is trying to 
say. In certain cases, you may want to 
output a two-character printer control se-
quence prior to emitting data output to the 
printer. Forinstance, change to condensed 
characters on aLinePrinter V by "LPRINT 
CBR$(27);CHR$(14);". Some printers 
must have the sequence at the beginning 

of a line - i.e. if the margin spaces were 
emitted immediately following the CR-
LF (not under your control), then the 
printer control sequence generatedby your 
program would not be acceptable to the 
printer. Thus, the MARGIN has a param-
eter (CONT) which you use to tell the 
filter what the first character of the printer 
control sequence is to be. It will default to 
the ESC character, which is the first char-
acter in the example noted above. Thus, 
the way the filter would work, if an ESC 
is detected immediately following aCRor 
LF, then the margin spaces will be sup-
pressed until after the character following 
the control code (the filter expects the 
printer control code to be two characters, 
the first of which is the character noted in 
the CONT parameter). 

The filter certainly is a general purpose 
left margin controller. Note that MAR-
GIN also does not require a WIDTH pa-
rameter to accept a MARGIN parameter. 

SYS13/SYS PROBLEM 

Fm Robert Hengstebeck: I have been 
trying to install shell20/arc on my model 
IV, and am getting an access denied mes-
sage from the installation procedure. I 
have used this program before, butl admit 
to still being a novice with the model IV. 
According to the instructions "shell20/ 
doe" the file "shellcmd/v20" will be cop-
ied into the file "sysl3/sys". Therefore I 
guess that somehow the attributes of 
44sys13/sys" are set so that I cannot write 
to it. If I am right, then can someone show 
me what I should be looking for, and also 
how to fix whatever I find? Thanks ahead 
of time for your help. 

Fm Frank Slinkinan: Ifyou'reusingLS-
DOS 6.3.0, the full ifie name is "SYS 13/ 
SYS.LSIDOS". If you're using LS-DOS 
6.3.1, the full file name is "SYS13/ 

SYS.SYSTEM6". Theprogram shouldbe 
copied via: COPY <whatever> SYS 13/ 
SYS.password (C=N). If you're using an 
older DOS, such as TRSDOS 6.x.x, you 
need LS-DOS 6.3.1. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: As an additional 
point, if SYS13/SYS was previously de-
leted from the target disk, COPY will not 
beofbeneflt, youhavetoBACKIJPSYS13 
from a full system disk to the intended 
target (don't forget the S parameter) so the 
file will be properly positioned in the 
directory. It is possible that once previ-
ously removed, another file may wind up 
occupying the SYS 13/SYS directory en-
try which wouldiithibityou to add SYS 13. 
If that is the case, start with afresh system 
disk 

TRS-80 Emulator 

FmYvesLempereur [74016,1741]: Well, 
I'd like to tell the story of a pretty unbe-
lievable coincidence that happened to me 
recently. So, here goes: 

A couple of days ago, I got an EMail from 
a friend of mine who lives in Belgium, 
telling me that he just ran into somebody 
he and I hadn't seen since 1983. This is 
back when I was making a living at writ-
ing computer games for the TRS-80 model 
11111 for a company called FUNSOFr, 
INC. I switched over to the Apple Macin-
tosh back in 1984 and have been writing 
software for it since then (all this is actu-
ally important, so hang in thre). Anyway, 
that somebody is none other than Vincent 
Van Den Berghe, author of the TRS-80 
Emulator for the IBM PC, "TRS8O2IP". 
He and I knew each other back in 1983 (I 
still lived in Belgium then, I moved to Los 
Angeles in early 1984). This is where 
things get a little weird; it turns out that 
about six months ago, I, myself, wrote a 
TRS-80 emulator for the Macintosh (out 
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of boredom and nostalgia, I guess). How's 
that for a coincidence? 

Anyway, I never gave the emulator to 
anybody out of fear from the copyright 
gods! What I'd like to know is: isanybody 
interested in this emulator and is there a 
legal way to distribute it? 

A couple of technical details: it is com-
pletely written in MC68020 assembly lan-
guage and runs on any Macintosh with an 
020, 030 or 040. It gives true TRS-80 
model I performance on a Macintosh ilci 
and actually runs faster thni the real thing. 
on a Macintosh llfx. It ran everything I 
threw at it (and I have a lot of stuff). 
However, it only runs from virtual disks 
(these are files that emulate disks) since 
thereisn'ta5 1/4 inch disk drive onaMac. 
The TRS-80 screen is reproduced pixel 
for pixel inside a window on the Mac 
screen. It is MultiFinder compatible and 
actually keeps running when switched to 
the background. Its interface is very rough 
right now, butl will make it better as soon 
as I can find the time to do so. 

Fm William Buzbee: Hi, Here's one 
Model 1 user who migrated to Macintosh. 
Incidentally, I also wrote a Model 1 emu-
lator, but usedPascal. It's not terribly fast, 
and only supports pseudo cassette I/O. I 
haven'treleaseditbecauseofsimilarcopy-
right concerns, butl doubt there would be 
any trouble if it were released without the 
ROM image. 

I'd love to get a copy of your emulator - 
can you upload it without the ROM image 
- I can reconstruct that myself if you letme 
know what format you use. 

lator still needs quite a bit of work on the 
interface as well as the floppy disk con-
troller. I wrote the current floppy routines 
by disassembling the Z-80 routines of 
TRSDOS and guessing at what they 
needed. I recently received the data sheet 
for the INS 177 1-1 Floppy Disk Formatter/ 
Controller after dealing with half a dozen 
people at National Semiconductor over a 
period of two months. I will re-write the 
floppy routines completely as soon as Iget 
a chance. Also, it seems that my screen 
emulation does not work under System 
7.0 (incidentally,I do emulate 64 AND 32 
character modes). I will have to look into 
that as well. 

Finally, I seem to have a problem with the 
keyboard emulation and have been talk-
ing back and forth with MacDTS (Macin-
tosh Developer Technical Support) and it 
seems to be a bug in the Macintosh OS 
itself. Anyway, I really would like to hear 
from you about how you resolved some of 
the more obvious problems involved in 
writing the emulator. 

Either a technical description of the prob-
lems/answers or the source code itself 
would be highly appreciated (you might 
have come up with clever answers to 
problems I resolved in a pretty brain dead 
manner). My goal is to make the best (read 
fastest) possible emulator and then re-
lease it in the public domain. 

Model Ill High Bit Chars 

I get 224; to get 160 on the printer, I have 
to send it code 192. What is going on 
here? I notice further that the codes print 
as they should if I have LDOS PR/FLT 
installed, and they printnormally inModel 
4 mode. Is this deliberate, or a bug in the 
ROM driver? 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: These are all adjust-
ments performed by the ROM printer 
driver. When you use the LDOS forms 
filter (PR/FLT), it replaces the ROM 
printer driver with its own printer driver - 
essentially a driver which passes all codes 
to the printer except those translated by 
the filter itself. 

Su perCross 

Fm Gary Phillips: Roy, is SuperCross/ 
XT something you now handle? Mine is 
version 2.0 dated January 31, 1985. If 
there was anything in thewayofan update 
after that, I'd like to get it. My copy was 
from Breeze/QSD-PowerSoft, but I don't 
recall seeing SuperCross listed in yourads 
after you picked up their product lines. 

Pm MISOSYS, Inc: Supercross/XT is 
not a MISOSYS product. I believe that 
Powersoft purchased it from Hypersoft 
andresoldit, or were licensed to manufac-
ture it. Check with them (him), as the 
Hypersoftad inCN80 shows ahypercross 
product(probably a more recent version). 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: Anyone who has a 
legal TRSDOS 6 disk with the MODELA/ 
III file on it should have a near-copy of the 
Model I ROM. True, the Model ifi ROM 
was not identical to the Model I, but 
BASIC was virtually identical. On the 
other hand, there is more utility of dealing 
with a Model ifi or4 emulator. But that is 
a personal observation. 

Fin YvesLempereur: William,Theemu- 

Fin John Shanafelt: My brother, Gary 
Shanafelt, asked me to post the following 
message: I have a Model4, and in Model 
3 mode when I try to print high bit charac-
ters, the printer driver in ROM seems to 
tamper with all the characters above 159. 
160-191 are incremented by 64, while 
224-255 are decremented by 64. In other 
words, if I try to print character code 160, 
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Kermit for Model IV 
	

More TMQ 
	

LS-DOS 6.3.1 

Fm Tom Bourke: Just saw in 'The Quar-
terly' that someone was asking for a copy 
of the model 4 version of Kermit. 

Well, it landed on my shoulders to de-
velop bits andpieces for it. However, time 
passed by and I got in touch with Greg 
Wonderly (ex Oklahoma State) and got a 
version from him. This version is (was?) 
later than the one in the Kermit distribu-
tion. 

I'll attempt to dig it up (bit chaotic here, 
I'm preparing to move!), and send it to 
Vie, the librarian. Also, I'll see what the 
smallest size is, and upload it here (to 
CompuServe PCS49)... 

TMQ 

Fm Bob Cunningham: Roy, According 
to page 3 ofmeBlurbsectionofTMQ Vol 
VLi, "...I hope as this last year of publica-
tion proceeds...", I understand that you 
intend to call TMQ quits with VLiv. If so 
and my address label says 92/05, how 
many more issues do I get? How much do 
I pay to finish out the volume VI series? I 
hate to see it go, butl can understand with 
a shrinking product base, you have hung 
on about as long as possible. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: TMQ can not con-
tinue publication with only 300+ sub-
scribers. That's why it goes. Unless, of 
course, all of a sudden. I gain another 
300+ subscribers. With 92/05 expiration, 
that carries you to issue VI.ffl; a $6.50 fee 
would extend that to 92/08 - good until 
VLIv. 

Fm Jim Potsch: Roy, Seeing your mes-
sage to Bob Cunningham reminds me - I 
need to extend my subscription to TMQ to 
[whenever]. Also, I need to order LDOS 
5.3 for use on the 4P in ifi mode. I only 
have TRSDOS for the Model-III mode. I 
have5.1.4 fortheModell -don'thavethat 
set up but may order in the near future - 
that was a good machine. [Loaded. 64K 
with El and RS232, Percom doubler, 
OmikronCPM-with(gasp)48KWordstar, 
DR Basic, etc.] Gad, was Wordstar 
sffl0000wwww on a MI. Used Scripsit 

A question also: I'm trying to apply the 
HDBOOT patch (Adam Rubin as modi-
fied by Gary Phillips for the 4P) to get the 
4P to boot off aRS 15 Meg drive. (ex Bob 
Haynes) Now this may seen silly, but how 
do I examine the DCT for Drive :0 in the 
Hard Disk? According to the instructions 
I need the sectors per cylinder and the 
sectors per granule, in hex, to apply to the 
patch. Also, on a 306 cylinder Drive :0,on 
what track would the directory be? I am 
trying to recover a couple of accidentally 
deleted files. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Well, you can exam-
ine the DCT using DEBUG with either 
The Programmer's Guide to DOS6 or 
Tandy's Technical Reference manual in 
hand. Or you could get a direct readout of 
the DCT data -in English - from the DCT 
utility which is part of the GO:MTC utility 
package (recently reduced 11/1 to $39.95 
plus $4 S&H. Note also that GO:MTC 
includes the UNREMOVE utility which 
effortlessly recovers removed files where 
the released file space has not been re-
used by another file. 

Fm Bruce D. Berry: Roy, lam interested 
in knowing what programs are available 
for my TRS-80, Model 4D. I am using 
your LS-DOS 6.3.1. lam very interested 
in some sort of PRINT SHOP program to 
make birthday cards, etc. 

I also have encountered two problems 
with my system. lam using a Radio Shack 
15 meghard drive and aDMP-lO7printer. 

1.After using DeskMate 01.00.00, and 
returningtoLS-DOS,IflndthatmyRS232 
parameters have changed from the set-
tings I have sysgened. 

2.Sometimes after exiting DeskMate, my 
DEVICE table prints scrambled informa-
tion at the bottom of the screen. 

One other question. I have level 1H LS-
DOS and have seen somekind of upgrades 
listed in your forum's libraries to level K 
or so. How can Idownload them (ifneeded). 
I use COMM (capture protocol) to access 
COMPUSERVE. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: If you see scrambled 
information after running DESKMATE, 
it means that the system stack has over-
flowed. DESKMATE must apparently be 
using the OS stack area - a bad practice 
when a program uses a lot of stack space. 
Lean offer no solution to that. DESKMATE 
may also be changing the COM param-
eters since it needs, and uses, the COM / 
DVR. 

The latestLS-DOS 6.3.1 disk is Level 1H, 
so your disk is current. 
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MISOSYS Catalog 

Fm Bruce D. Berry: Roy, Thanks for 
your speedy response in mailing me your 
catalog. I do have a couple of questions 
for you. 

1.CanPowerDrawand/orPowerDOT2.0 
run on Model 4? If not, can they be 
CONVerted to run on Model 4? The 
reason I am asking is that I am set up for 
Model 4 and use a Radio Shack 15 Meg. 
hard drive. I realize that I could boot up 
in ifi and run such programs, but would 
prefer to use 4. 

2. Although PowerDOT 2.0 states that it 
can use a Radio Shack printer, (I have a 
DMP-107) PowerDraw does not say if it 
supports an R/S printer. Does it? 

3. What is the price of the U-72 PAL chip 
for the 128K upgrade? I have 3 Model 4 
computers and would like to take the 
memory chips out of one to expand the 
memory in another andremember reading 
something in a message here about need-
ing the U-72. I have read the instructions 
in my Hardware manual, and assume all I 
need, besides the extra memory chips, is 
the U-72. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: PowerDraw and Dot 
are strictly Model Ill programs. They 
cannot be easily converted. I suppose with 
sufficient advance orders, I could get 
Mode14 versions-but that's abig if. There 
is a version of PowerDot for Tandy DMP 
printers -but since not all ofTandy'sDMP 
printers support the same codes, I can't 
confirm if the 107 would workproperly. If 
you want to try PowerDot, you can return 
it within 30 days for a refund (less S&H). 
I sell the U-72 PAL for $8 + $3S&H. 

Fm Bruce D. Berry: Roy, I have received 
PowerDOT and it works just fine! One 
question though... To erase dots, or to 
move the cursor quickly, you hold down 

the <CLEAR> key and press the appropri-
ate direction key. This is a little awkward 
as the clear key is on the right hand side of 
the keyboard. Is there a possible PATCH 
to use the <CTRL> key instead of 
<CLEAR>? 

Mn MISOSYS,Inc: Well I don'tknow of 
any patch. It would take me too long to 
evaluate the source code to see if a patch 
is even feasible. 

Adds25 Host/Term 

Fm Dan Martin: Roy, MyuseofLS-DOS 
is only done across Adds25 Host/term. 
Would it be possible to turn off the video 
driver to wring more speed out. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Turn off the driver 
from where? If you are referring to a 
remoteModel4, the time for the remote to 
operate its video is miniscule compared to 
the time it takes to transmit video infor-
mation to your machine. 

International DOS 6.3.1 

Fm Claude Wyngaert, BELGIUM:Roy, 
I receive the letter from TMQ dept. of 
JULY, announcing the release of LDOS 
5.3.1.; it was a great surprise for me, I 
thought that LDOS 5.3.0. was a finality; 
THANKS to continue to develop it! 

Roy, we are alot of people to use LS-DOS 
6.3.0. in AZERTY version with our 
MODEL 4 in EUROPA (and in 
CANADA); and we are still waiting more 
than one yearthat yourelease theAZERTY 

version of the 6.3.1. 

Roy, we NEED the upgrade tocontinueto 
follow new releases, patch's in TMQ, new 
versions of many program's... 

I don't know if it's a long work for you to 
make an AZERTY version of the 6.3.1.; 
when I read THE SOURCE it appears to 
me that only the keyboard table, the printer 
driver and an AZERTY flag in SYSO 
must to be changed; it must be the same 
job as the 6.3.0. AZERTY so you don't 
need to perform aniinportant 'brain work'! 
(and maybe you've yet a JCL to do it). 

Can you find an afternoon to compile it; 
all french TRS80) MODEL4 users will 
appreciate a lot and I order to you imme-
diately a disk; I think that your work will 
be gratified, you've the CANADIAN, 
FRENCH, and BELGIUM market (and 
maybe others?). 

I yet purchase the version QWERTY of 
6.3.1. (for my collection) but can't use it 
for intensive work. And I'm a subscriber 
for TMQ since 3 years now and have all 
the other numbers. 

I tried myself to decode SYSO of the 
6.3.1. and change the keyboard table but 
without success, I'm a very poor 'assem-
bler programmer'. 

I thank you yet for your future help 
MISOSYS give the best service in the 
MODEL-4 TRS80) world, and I know 
that you'll do something! 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Claude, The prob-
lem with MIS OSYS generating the inter-
national versions of LS-DOS 6.3.1 is that 
Logical Systems was not the company 
which generated the international ver-
sions. To my knowledge, those versions 
were generated by Tandy. Thus, I do not 
have the keyboard and printer drivers or 
other particulars of those versions. With-
out those drivers, I cannot perform the 
DOS generation. 

On the other hand, I have received from 
Hans Bongartz of Germany, a disk con- 
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taming patches to aLS-DOS 6.3.1 disk to 
turn itinto a 6.3.10.1 will send you acopy 
of that disk and include it when I ship the 
order which accompanied your letter. I 
suspect the German version is the one you 
use. 

Perhaps I can make some inquiries in 
Tandy to locate the files associated with 
the other two international versions. I had 
expected to include Hans' work in an 
upcoming issue of The MISOSYS Quar-
terly, so perhaps others may be able to 
derivetheFrenchversionfromthepatches. 

PROWAM 'CALC' 

Fm Hans G. Bongartz, Germany: Roy, 
The autumn issue of TMQ, VU is packed 
again with many ideas. Some of them 
require an answer, I think. Your idea of a 
new DOS manual for LDOSiLS-DOS for 
all the model 1/3/4 computers is just right 
for me! I have all those machines up and 
running until today and the new model 1 
and 3 Upgrades of the 5.3.1 LDOS are of 
great interest. I knew that the DOS is 
originally not designed for the foreign 
keyboards! The success to adapt the fa-
mous LS-DOS 6.3.1 for german model 4 
keyboards - it runs for over one year 
without any trouble - make me think to try 
the new releases of LDOS 5.3.1 too. 

Next you mentioned a coming version 2.2 
of the LB Data Manager with the new 
SIMILarity function and automatic gen-
eration of formats for a screen and print 
format. I'm very interested to get an up-
grade for my current model 4 LB Data 
Manager V 2.1 when it becomes avail-
able! 

My next pointis a question concerning the 
PROWAM 'CALCULATOR' ,when used 
to add some numbers - in the range of 
hundreds with two places after the deci- 

mal point - e.g. when I added the amount 
ofmy current order, I get sometimes aone 
in the fifth place after the decimal point 
although nothing is entered in the third 
and fourth places! Because there is no 
overflow condition, too big numbers or 
the like, I can't isolate the reason why the 
CALCULATOR does crazy things. It has 
been invoked from within DOS command 
level as well from inside the TED text 
editor, in both cases you will get the 
unexpected '1'. Did you get another re-
port of this behavior of the PROWAM 
CALCULATOR? 

All the other things sold from you - soft-
ware and hardware - will do the job and 
made the old model 4 a fairly powerful 
machine, which I got in spring of 1986 as 
a 'last chance buy' before it disappeared 
from the market here in Germany, when 
R/S closes the computer shops. I began 
with the Model lin 1978, adding aModel 
III in 1984 with the 'new LDOS 5.1.4', a 
very big new manual to learn, but with the 
ending 'date range until 12/31/87' as you 
know. Then l got this Model 4as acassette 
only version, had to add a second 38 watt 
power source and disk controller board, 
and soon I finished with a serial interface 
and a Hires graphics board, two dual side 
TEAC drives and those 128K of memory. 
Looking for new software to keep the 
Model 4 more useful I soon got attention 
toyourproductline. I would notstress you 
with the story of my way to the Model 4, 
but itis somewhatlikea thank you, to keep 
this old machine running on a useful level 
with 40 MB hard drive and real time clock 
now surviving for the nineties, compared 
to 12/20/33 MHz of modern PC's, slow 
with its 4 MHz clock. 

Your winter vacation reminder directs the 
eyes to the declining 1991 and of course, 
Christmas time. lowe you another thank 
you for your support to the old Z-80 based 
machines and express my best wishes to 
you and your family for a nice Christmas 
and a happy NEW YEAR 1992! 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Hans, Right now I 
am working on release of 22 of LB Data 
Manager; I am very excited about that. I 

am just about finished with the new LB. I 
didn't introduce automatic generation of 
print screens, but I did introduce an auto-
matic generation of an edit/update screen. 
LB is just about at its memory limit for the 
Model4. What Ihave been spending all of 
mytimeonforthepastmonthisadatabase 
conversion utility to be bundled with LB. 
It supports direct generation of an LB 
database from fixed fielded records, 
dBASE II, dBASE ifi, Profile 4, and 
pfsFlLE4. I'm in the process of adding 
DIP to LB. It also currently handles con-
version of an LB database to dBASE II, 
dBASE UI, DIP, tab delimited, comma 
delimited, and ASCII strings. It's big - 
about 42K so it will be a squeeze to get in 
the DIP to LB conversion. 

The reason why you can occasionally see 
a 0.000001 pop up in a calculation using 
PRO-WAM's CALCulator, is because of 
the inexactness of converting decimal rep-
resentation to and from binary floating 
point and the errors introduced during 
calculation. There are methods to mask 
these small values during conversion to 
display; however, because of the space 
considerations in a PRO-WAM popup 
utility and the amount of code space taken 
up by floating point routines, it is next to 
impossible to introduce thefixup  code in 
CALC. You'll just have to live with it. 

Your history with the Tandy computer 
lineup sort of parallels mine. My first 
Model  was acquired in 1978.1 continued 
with the Model III and 4as soon as they 
were out. Of course, my development 
efforts with the Model 4 DOS provided a 
very early exposure to the 4. Some of the 
first machines we were using to evaluate 
the DOS still were in the old gray Model 
III cabinets. 

I am really going to have to apologize to 
my foreign friends over some real in-
house snags. You won't believe this. Dur -
ing some conversation with one of my 
Tandy system software contacts, I asked 
him who did the foreign keyboard drivers 
for the Model  DOS. I was informed that 
LSI did, buttheyrequiredTandy tomanu-
facture and support the foreign versions. I 
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was told that LSI should have had the 
driver(s). Well is my face red. I always 
knew that the version 6 system code had 
conditionals for the French and German 
versions, but I never realized that the 
foreign keyboard drivers were part of the 
files in my possession. Sure enough, after 
some search, I found the combined for-
eign keyboard driver and was able to 
generate a foreign version. I need at this 
point to verify that I installed the handful 
of 6.3.1 patches into the source code so 
that a system generation will not re-intro-
duce bugs previously corrected. ButI will 
be generating the Model 4 DOS foreign 
versions and making them available. An-
nouncements to that effect will be in the 
next issue of TMQ. The Model III LDOS 
is a different story. 

XHIK & Aerocomp HD 

Fm Jane A. Layman, Waukesha, WE 
Roy, I am in receipt of XHIK ortheLDOS 
5.3 XI R8er Interface Kit. Whenever! try 
to use it from my Aerocomp 20meg hard 
drive, however, the computer hangs when 
it needs to write to disk. The same prob-
lem occurs with SE72RAM from the first 
Interface Kit. It occurred to me that the 
LDOS version of the Aerocomp driver 
might include "writes-to-ROM" as did 
TRSHD3/DCT. I did look at the installed 
driver to see if I could spot an instance of 
a "write-to-ROM", but am not familiar 
enough with Assembly language to be 
successful. 

I am enclosing a disassembly of the 
Aerocomp driver part of the CONFIG/ 
SYS file used for booting the hard disk in 
hopes that you can use it to spot any 
offending bits of code. If this is insuffi-
ciently helpful, I would be happy to send 
any disk copies of files you might need. I 
would really like for XLR2RAM to work 
on my system as it occupies no high 

memory compared to the 196 bytes used 
by H.I. Tech's RAMDISK/DCT. 

SASE enclosed. Thank you for youratten-
tion. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Jane, This concerns 
your system crashing using the XLR8er 
interface kit in Model Ill mode with your 
Aerocomp 20 Meg harddrive. Aerocomp's 
driver is indeed the culprit, and the prob-
lem is virtually identical to the problem 
with the TRSHD3/DCT driver. In 
Aerocomp's HD20SA3/DCT driver, the 
I/O buffer address is adjusted to 0 if a 
VERIFY function is requested. The driver 
then reads the sector into page 0- which 
would be transparent if page 0 was ROM 
but not RAM. Although HD20SA3 sets 
the buffer address to Oinamanner slightly 
different (SBC HL,HL) than TRS}1D3/ 
DCT (LD HL,0), I can come up with a 
patch that should work. Use the follow-
ing: 

PATCH HD20SA3/DCT 
(1)0423=26 38:PO4,23=ED 62) 

This will load register H with 3811; regard-
less of the value of register L, the new 
buffer address in HL will be a usable 256-
byte region in the keyboard mapping; the 
resulting VERIFY will be non-destruc-
tive if the Model 4 is in the RAM-Model 
ifi mode. 

If you want to make the change in your 
CONFIG/SYS file, the corresponding lo-
cation is X'FEDO'. Patch that so you don't 
have to re-do your configuration. 

Incidentally, MISOSYS has acquired all 
hard disk drivers from Aerocomp -includ-
ing their CP/M drivers and LDOS/ 
TRSDOS drivers for their own harddrives. 
MISOSYS has also acquired their hard 
drives,FDC cards, serial cards, and Model 
I DDC. 

LB's Auto-Date field 

Fm Karl Krelove, Levittown, PA: Roy, 
I'm running LB v.2.1.0. I am doing a 
selection (Main menu - option 5) in which 
Isimply want to select all records in which 
Field 28 (Li) contains a "Y" and Field 30 
(Date of last update) is today's date (199 1/ 
10/23 for October 23, 1991),I don't need 
the list to be sorted, only selected accord-
ing to these two criteria. All goes well 
until I try to specify the date criterion for 
Field 30. LB acts as if this were a numeric 
field, accepting only numbers, "+", "-", 
and"."). It won't acceptthe slash (which is 
stored on the disk in the "date of last 
update" field), nor will it accept an aster-
isk as a wild card character. I can't find a 
way to enter a date for the sort module to 
match in this field. Is there a way I've 
missetho specific dates this 
field? The protection level is "E", I guess, 
because the program maintains the field 
automatically and it would be meaning-
less if a user could alter it during Edit/ 
Update mode. But does the protection 
category block data entry in the sort mod-
ule (themanualonly says Calculated fields 
will not work)? 

I'm sendingacopy of the field definitions. 
I can get around the problem by defining 
Date as a literal and entering it myself 
from the keyboard each time I need an 
accurate date foranyreason,butl'drather 
have the date entered automatically - it's 
more reliable and accurate. I need to send 
a letter to the parents of any child whose 
record I have tagged in theLl field during 
the current school day. I generate a 
SuperScripsit merge file directly from the 
LB print module using this index file, 
printing the report to disk. I don't want the 
records of other children who have been 
taggedpreviouslyto show up in the merge 
file because their parents have already 
been sent the letter. I don't want to erase 
the"Y" from any of the records because I 
want to be able to tell who has already 
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received the letter so thataduplicate of the 
same one is not sent. Needless to say, I can 
also simply select all the "Y" entries in 
Field 28, sorted by the contents of the 
entire Date field, then go into the resulting 
report file (the merge ifie I create by 
printing a report to disk) with SAID and 
simply delete all the records earlier than 
the date I want. Since the goal is as much 
automation as possible, this is also a dis-
tinct second choice. My first choice is to 
be able to select on a specific date in the 
Date of Last Update field. Can I do it? 

As always, thanks for your help. I really 
have tried, by the way, to find an answer 
to this in the manual. I've struck out. 

FmMISOSYS, Inc: Karl, You have found 
a legitimate problem in LB. There should 
be nothing which prevents you from se-
lecting a "date-last-updated" field, type 
'V. Unfortunately, when that field type 
was implemented, its use as a selection 
field was not explicitly programmed. 

I have worked up a patch to the TRS-80 
version which provides a kludged work-
around to this problem. For selection, the 
field will be treated as a literal field. That 
is not the correct way to eliminate the 
problem as you really ought notbe pennit-
ted to enter any character in the selection 
string. On the other hand, it does no harm. 
A more rigorous solution will await the 
next release when I can touch up a few 
modules to clarify the '\' type's character 
entry for selection as NUMERIC DIGITS 
ONLY plus T. 

Here's the work-around patch. Apply it 
to LB/0V7. 

• LB7A/FIX - Allows entry 
of 'I' when searching '\' 
fields. 
D19,692A 37 64 7D FE 5C 
CA F5 3E 3E 20 3D 30 
F1969=21 20 00 ED 53 B7 
64 CD 13 D2 7C 35 28 
• Eop  

LB Database Template 

Fm Barry Thrippleton, AUSTRALIA: 
Roy, I have recently been updating my 
database records to the new Release 2 
version. I must say the changes are signifi-
cant and certainly make using the 
programme very enjoyable. Further to 
your request in TMQ Vol VLi I have 
enclosed a disk containing an example of 
one of my database uses. It relates to 
keeping records of my stamp booklet col-
lection. In regard to the LB2: Cursors 
article my experience is similar to Karl 
Krelove's. It does not detract from opera-
tion of release 2 however it does appear 
redundant when it appears after the high-
lighted command bar. 

With regard to Indexes: I appreciate that 
to include newly added records into an 
existing index requires that all the data 
needs to be resorted. Is there a means of 
recreating an identical index ifie without 
having to re-enter all the select param-
eters? i.e. to do a resort of the data without 
having to re-enter the select criteria. 

Is there a means of easily checking what 
the selection criteria are in each of the 
indexes. For instance, in my family tree 
database, I always have difficulty remem-
bering which index does what. Thanks 
again for the support of our TRS80 com-
puters. I have included this letter as an 
ASCII file onthe enclosed disk. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Barry, if you want to 
repeat aparticular sequence of commands 
in LB, such as a set of sort criteria, simply 
turn on AUTO and save the keystrokes to 
aJOB file. Then all you need to do is to use 
that job file at some later time. For in-
stance, I generate three indexes to sort my 
customer database by 1) last name\first 
name, 2) ZIP code, 3) Company name. 
That's a lot of keystrokes to have to re-
enter. But lonly had to do it once. From 
the main menu, I turned on AUTO and 
provided the name of anew job file. Then 
every keystroke used from that point on to 
enter the sort module, perform all three 
selections, then return to the main menu, 
was saved in the job file. Re-invoking the 
AUTO command from the main menu 
turned off the recorder (ESC would have 
done it also). Once that was done, I now 
use that job ifie and all of the commands 
are performed automatically. 

Database Field Definitions 
Name: Type: Length: Protect: Required: 
Book retail price R 4 N N 
Contents L 6 N N 
Book Series: B 15 N N 
Book No: D 12 N N 
Book No: (ext) B 1 N N 
Code letter; U 1 N N 
Bar Code No: R 6 N N 
Pane No: U 4 N N 
Cylinders: U 10 N N 
Printers (Stamps): A 8 N N 
Printers (Covers): A 8 N N 
Qty: R 1 N N 
Value (each): N 6 N N 
Value: C 0 C N 
Source: U 1 N N 
Special Features: L 40 N N 
Location: L 10 N N 
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Under LB's architecture, no selection cri-
teria is saved after a selection completes. 
Under LB 1.0 through LB 2.1, only the 
number of the key field was saved. Start-
ing with LB 2.2, an index file saves the 
field numbers of all fields used in the 
comparison string. This is used by the 
duplicate find function, and the first two 
are usedby theEDIT/UPDATEfindfunc-
tion. Using LB 2.2, you could at least 
display the names of those fields by invok-
ing the find duplicate function; the names 
of the fields used as criteria in the attached 
index file will be displayed. 

pfs-FILE & Hard Drives 

Fm Norbert A. Kiemmer: I bought PFS 
File (Cat No. 26-15 18) about six years ago 
and in that time have made my five copies 
to use. About 2 years ago I bought a Hard 
Drive for my TRS-80 Model  Computer. 
I have tried to install PPS File on my Hard 
Drive but can't do it. I have tried using 
"COPY", "BACKUPFIL/CMD:5 :0",and 
just "BACKUP:5 :0". This does not work. 

My question is: Is there some way I can 
install this program on my Hard Drive? 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: If you have a ZAP 
utility, change byte X'C6' of track 0, 
sector 2, to X'OS'. 

Fm Norbert A. Kiemmer: Thank you for 
answering my letter dated October 30. I'm 
sorry I cannot make out your reply. 

I have your program (LS-DOS 06.03.01, 
LS- D0S63 LEVEL- 1C) installed on my 
hard drive (drive :0). Every time I want to 
use PFS FILE (CatNo. 26- 1518)I have to 
insert a floppy disk in drive :4.1 have tried 
to install PFS FILE on my hard drive by 
using "COPY", "BACKUP FIL/CMD", 
AND "DISKCOPY". I can copy this pro-
gram to another floppy disk but not to the 

hard drive by using "DISKCOPY". It 
states in the book that "the program dis-
kette can only be backed up FIVE times" 
andl have used my 5 times before Igot the 
hard drive. I have tried "PATCH" but it 
comes up thatitis aprotected file (mustbe 
a special password). 

I also noticed that you have a MSDOS 
Software called LB Data Manager 2.1. 
How does that compare with PFS FILE? If 
I would get it, can I convert my PFS 
FILE's over to your LB. I have four years 
of records on PFS now. Could you send 
me some information on LB? 

Any information on how to install PFS on 
the hard drive would be helpful. Jam not 
a computer expert, so please use simple 
language. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Norbert, The pass-
word for BOOT/SYS should be in the 
DOS upgrade manual. In any event, using 
LS-DOS 6.3, the BOOT/SYS password is 
"SYSTEM6". Thus, you should be able to 
re-adjust your used-up pfsFILE master 
via the command, 

PATCH BOOT/SYS . SYSTEM6 : cI. 
(0=N,D02,C6=05) 

Note that the "O=N" uses the letter "0", 
whereas the "D02,C6=05" uses the num-
ber 0. The"d" should be replaced with the 
number of the drive containing the pfs 
master diskette. 

Now we do have an MS-DOS version of 
LB (LB 86) as well as a TRS-80 Model 4 
version of LB which is suitable for your 
machine. IconsiderLB infinitely superior 
to pfsFILE. There are methods to convert 
FILE's data to LB. I am enclosing an 
excerpt from an issue of The MJSOSYS 
Quarterly which explains a method. lam 
also in the final stages of developing LB 
version 2.2 which will include a database 
conversion utility; LBCONV will directly 
generate an LB data base from a pfsFILE 
database as well as from PROFILE, DIP, 
dBASE II, dBASE Ill, and fixed fielded 
record format. Note that our 50% tradein 
offer would enable you to obtain LB at 

$49.50 plus shipping. If you wish to take 
advantage of this prior to release 2.2, I 
could provide you with the LBCONV 
utility for your use - it currently supports 
everything but DIF. 

LDOS & Utilities 

Fm Robert L. Hales: I have been using 
the LSI utilities disk for years. I have 
recently added 360K & 3.5" drives to my 
most used Model land to my Model 4. 

I use Mu1tIDOS occasionally for the utili-
ties that come with them. The /CMD files 
won't run on LDOS. My favorite utilities 
areFMAP/CMD. CAT/CMD,ZAP/CMD, 
VFU/CMD and the basic utilities to re-
move spaces and combine lines in a basic 
program. Are there comparable utilities 
for LDOS? 

I have a question about the Atirib of 
DIRectory command. On page 12 of the 
LDOS 5.3.1 Upgrade Documentation, I 
haven't found a description of the PaDS 
attribute of SIP*+  in this manual or the 
LDOS 5.1.3 manual. What is it? 

If I have read the manual correctly the 
Model ifi LDOS 5.3.1 includes the func-
tions of the K14/D YR that is apart of the 
Hardware Interface Kit. Are any of the 
other Hardware Interface Kit functions 
been incorporated into the newestversion 
of LDOS? 

I love the Model I LDOS 5.3.11 LDOS 
5.1.3/5 works good but the new version 
seems to be more compatible with 
TRSDOS 2.3 data files and LDOS 5. Lx 
than LDOS 53.0 for the Model ifi. 

I had no problem in making a DDSS 
bootable Model 15.3. 1 system disk on a 
5.25". It was rXiy understanding that I 
could make a DDDS bootable Model I 
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LDOS 5.3.1 system diskette. I have tried 
several times unsuccessfully. I have one 
more idea that I haven't tried. Format a 
DDDS disk, use FED to lock out the grans 
on the 2nd side, make a DDSS copy as I 
have done before and then use FED to 
unlock those grans on the 2nd side. Any 
thoughts? 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Robert, You ask 
whether MISOSYS sells products equiva-
lent to Multidos utilities FMAP, CAT, 
ZAP, and VFU,but you neglect to provide 
any specifications ordescriptions of them. 
How am I to know what they do? Judging 
from the names, I'll assume (you know 
what that means?) that FMAP presents 
some sort of file map of a disk layout. We 
used to have a full scrollable ifie mapper 
as part of the MACH2 package, but that 
was discontinued a long ago due to ex-
tremely low sales volume. A single file 
mapping utility is part of the Utility Disk 
#1 (L-32-070). What's CAT, a disk cata-
logeror the equivalent ofLS-DOS's CAT 
command? If the former, we discontinued 
ZCAT long ago due to extremely low 
sales volume. If the latter, the only equiva-
lent is DIR (A=). You could also dig into 
the SYNONYM facility published in an 
old LDOS JOURNAL. VFU? You got me 
on that one - Virtual File Utility? Very 
Funny User? Haven't the foggiest. There 
were a number of BASIC compression 
programs published moons ago for Model 
I or Ill operation, but they have probably 
disappeared over the years. I do not know 
of any currently published. 

The PaDS attribute is not new to 5.3.1; 
thus, there was no need to mention it in the 
documentation. It is not an attribute alter-
able by the ATFRIB command, but is 
indicative of DIR+O, bitS. It was incorpo-
rated into the system when our PaDS 
utility was released a long time ago. The 
Model I/Ill PaDS product was discontin-
ued some years ago due to extremely low 
sales volume. Incidentally, LSI also used 
the "PaDS" attribute for its diskDISK 
product, taken over by MIS OSYS after we 
acquired LSI's retail products. 

For a ZAP utility, you ought to consider 

SuperUtility 3.2. 

Only the Hardware Interface Kit key-
board driver function is integrated into 
LDOS 5.3.1 (Model Ill version). 

I can't imagine why there should be any 
more compatibility with TRSDOS 2.3 
data files in our 5.3.1 release of LDOS. 
Could you be more specific? On Model I 
LDOS 5.3.1, double-sided single density 
disks can boot and single-sided double 
density disks can boot. Check my letter to 
Pierre in this issue for the correction asso-
ciated with booting DDEN 2-sided. 

LDOS KI/DVR & CAPS 

Fm Ronald W. Wick: Dear Roy, When I 
installed the 5.3.1 for the Model 111,1 also 
installed the new KI/DVR, but after I was 
up and running, the computer would no 
longerrespondto the SHIFT+O for CAPS. 
So, I removed the new KI/DVR and in-
stalled the old KI/DVR again and every-
thing works fine now. 

I had hoped that someone would have said 
something and you would have brought it 
up in TMQ, but either no one has said 
anything or lam the only one having the 
problem. 

Can you tell me if Powersoft is still in 
business? I wrote to them recently about 
their Bi-Tech multiplexor products that 
they took over, but I never received an 
answer. I wanted to buy another host 
adaptor. 

I see that you took over the Breeze soft-
ware line. Does that mean you will sup-
port the WD/DCT H]) driver I have to use 
because of that multiplexor? 

Andonelast question. Where on the Model 
I does the FORMAT program get the 

default density from? The Model I is 
attached through the multiplexor to my 
HD's and has one boot floppy, but some-
times I re-assign drive positions back to 
the floppy drives and floppy drive posi-
tions 1-3 will not format in double density 
no matter what I do. And putting the 
density in the command line won't do it 
either. Can you help me with this prob-
lem? By the way, those drive positions 
will read double density, they just won't 
format it. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Ronald, No one re-
portedaproblem with 5.3.1's KI/DVRas 
far as the CAPS function. It appears to 
work correctly here. Now if you have 
installed the 5.3.1 LDOS KI/DYR on a 
Model 4 computer, then SHIFT+O will 
indeed not affect the CAPS mode as that 
is handled by the CAPS key on the Model 
4 keyboard. I suspect that you are using a 
Model  in Model III mode. Let me know 
if that is not the case. 

Powersoftclosed down in November 1989. 
I have their WI) drivers but not their Bi-
Tech hardware. I'll try tohandleproblems 
with Powersoft software that is currently 
sold by MISOSYS; but I can do nothing 
for you on the Bi-Tech hardware. 

Bit6 ofDCT+4 must be set for the DDEN 
question tobeaskedbyFORMAT. Under 
the older LDOS 5.1.3, the DDEN bit was 
set in the DCT on all floppy-associated 
drive slots when the RDUBL or PDUBL 
driver was installed. But if you subse-
quently enabled other drive slots with the 
MOD1JDCT, the DDEN bit would not 
have been set as that was only done by the 
doublerdriver-MODljflCTwasnotsmart 
enough. Thus one of the undocumented 
functions added to 5.3.1 was a change in 
MOD1/DCT to set the DDEN bit if the 
FDUBL driver was installed - I added 
some "smarts" to it. With 5.3.1, you won't 
have that problem. 
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LDOS 5.3.1 & TED 

Fm Clay S. Scott: Roy, While playing 
around with my brand new LDOS 5.3.1 
disk that Ijustrecently received from you, 
I discovered what appears to be a fault 
with TED/CMD, Ver 1.2. 

When I press <CTRL -F> the message is 
"Load Filespec". 

When I press <CTRL- L> the message is 
again "Load Filespec". 

The best I can make outfrom the info sheet 
that came with LDOS 5.3.1 is that by 
pressing <CTRL-F> the message should 
be Filespec and not Load Filespec. Please 
advise me if this operation is normal or do 
I need a patch? 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Clay, You have found 
a legitimate bug in TED. The "L corn-
mandshouldpromptwith"Loadfflespec"? 
but the "F command should prompt with 
just "filespec?". After checking out your 
report, I discovered thata single assembly 
language instruction had been omitted 
from the source code. It took a bit to 
squeeze it in with a patch, but I did it. 

The TED53 11 patch listed here should 
correct TED so that it follows its docu-
mentation. 

• TED5311/FIX - Corrects 
Ap  filespec prompt 
• Apply via, PATCH 
TED .UTILITY TED5311 
D04,38=4F 7E 36 00 B7 21 
B4 53 20 OC 21 54 53 OC 
OD 
F04,387E 36 00 B7 21 B4 
53 20 OD 21 54 5B OC OD 
28 
D04,4E28 02 23 4F 
F04,4B03 21 4F 5B 
• Eop 

LDOS 5.3.1 & KI/DVR 

Fm Lloyd Evans: Roy, This is a very 
belated bug report on 5.3.1.1 am having a 
house redone and it has been a nightmare. 

TED does not display the 'LoadFilespec' 
message as it should. When I compared it 
to 6.3.1 I found what I believe to be a 
missing instruction. I added the LD CA 
instruction it seems to work fine. 

I have put a 20 meg Miniscribe and a 720 
kfloppyin a4P. When! tried to format the 
HD with the WI) drivers it thought it was 
a 77 track 8" drive. FORMAT from 5.3.1 
seemed to be the culprit because when I 
used FORMAT from 5.3.0 on the install 
disk it did ok. If this is not your problem 
I will understand. 

The screen print option in the new Ku 
DVR does not work. I am not sure but I 
believe the type ahead buffer may not be 
right either. Since I must have both these 
options I am still using K14. 

If any of these problems have been cor-
rected please use the enclosed SASE to 
send me the patches. Have a happy holi-
days and thank you again for your contin-
ued support. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Lloyd, I worked up 
a patch for TED about a month ago to 
answer another user's query [see above]. 

The DOS formatter does not format hard 
drives; at most, you can issue aFORMAT 
(SYSTEM) to add the directory informa-
tion to a hard drive previously formatted 
at the low-level by arigid formatter - if the 
rigidbitis setin the DCTto indicate ahard 
drive. Please be more specific as to what 
you are doing. 

There is nothing wrong with the type- 
ahead in the new LDOS 5.3.1 KJ/DVR. 
But you have stumbled onto a bug in 

screen print. When KJ is installed on a 
Model 4, the SHIFT-DNARROW is no 
longer used for CTRL - the CTRL key is. 
This requires that the screen print module 
cheek for a ':' and not the shifted '*' 
character. Thus, Model 111/4 LDOS 5.3.1 
users need to put in the following patch. 

1(11/fix - Patch to MIII 
LDOS 5.3.1 KI/DVR 

Apply via, PATCH 1(1/ 
DVR.DRIVER Ku 

Fixes access to screen 
print on Model 4 
X'5236'=cD 20 59 
x'5920 1 =32 64 52 37 C8 33 
3A 32 91 57 C9 
Eop 

This changes the test if the installation is 
done on a Model 4. 

LDOS 5.3.1 & FORMAT 
(SYSTEM) 

Fm Lloyd Evans: Roy, Sorry than I was 
not clear on the problem I had with FOR-
MAT. The problem is with FORMAT 
(SYSTEM) command. The WDFORMAT 
program calls this dos command and it is 
returning a bad number. 

I formatted aS meg head with TRSHD5 
and TRSFORM5 and got the free space 
map that I expected. One hundred and 
fifty three tracks with track one locked 
out. I then did a FORMAT (SYSTEM) 
command on this head. Itreported that the 
directory would be placed on track 38.1 
think this number is the source of the 
problem. 

The free space map on the 5 meg still 
showed the directory to be on track 76. 
Track one still showed to be locked out. 
On 5.3.0 this command would give me 
back track one. I should have looked at 
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track 38 to see if I had another directory 
there, but I did not. I hope this is enough 
information to track down the problem. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Lloyd, A feature 
that was added to FORMAT in the 5.3.1 
release caused your problem. FORMAT 
now first tries to use the directory cylinder 
entry in the DCT when formatting hard 
drives. Unfortunately, with the addition 
of the "DIR=" parameter, the code does 
not work properly for re-using the DCT 
entry as the execution stream continues 
with the code which divides the initial 
directory value (which would normally be 
the maximum cylinder number) by two. 
What was happening wa the value se-
lected for the directory wound up being 
half of the initial value - or one fourth of 
the maximum. After the format was com-
plete, the BOOT record was updated but 
the DCT is not updated at that point - only 
a disk log operation would do that. The 
easiest solution is to eliminate re-use of 
the DCT value as the initial value; this 
would restore FORMAT to its previous 
condition yet still retain the DIR com-
mand. Here's patches for Model I and 
Model III versions: 

Model I LDOS 5.3,1 
PATCH FORMAT - UTILITY 
(D02, 82=06:F02, 82=09) 

Model III LDOS 5.3.1 
PATCH FORMAT . UTILITY 
(D02, 35=06 :F02, 35=09) 

Fm Ronald W. Wick: Roy, I have en-
countered a problem with the installation 
of the LDOS 5.3.1 for the Model I. The 
problem is when I try to format the hard 
drives from the Model I under 5.3.1 using 
WDFORMT/CMD. [remaining text de-
scribing problem in detail is deleted]. 

Also, how do you stop KI/DVR from 
starting up in lower case? 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Ronald, Your FOR-
MAT problem should be solved with the 
patches noted above. 

You can't start KI/DYR in CAPS mode 
during installation; however, once in-
stalled, the status of CAPS is contained in 
the KFLAG$ which is part of the 
CONFIG.SYS file. If you SYSGEN with 
KI installed and in CAPS mode, when you 
re-boot your system, it will remain in 
CAPS mode until you change the mode. 

Response to last issue 

Fm Jonathan Armstrong, CANADA: 
Roy, I received TMQ VI.i yesterday, and 
I am impressed by the code examples 
included. I think I would have ordered 
DiskNotes 6.1 even if you hadn't withheld 
Mr. Slinkman's patches - 1 normally do 
not hesitate to key stuff in, but there's alot 
of good stuff in this issue. Accordingly, 
please send me DiskNotes 6.1. 

I appreciate your explanation of the rea-
sons TMQ will not continue forever. I 
regret this, as I think the TRS -80 (in its 
final incarnation, the model4D) is asound 
design, and had the customer base justi-
fied it, it could continue to be upgraded, 
eg. with the Z280. Unfortunately the 
customer base isn't enough (and even if it 
were, modem machines would still vastly 
outperform the most upgraded TRS-80 
imaginable). <Sigh>. An era is passing. 

I suppose I wouldn't mind so much if the 
usurper weren't so awful. I refuse to buy 
'Big Blue' on principle, and I have yet to 
feel the pangs of a Mac attack. 

Graphics-90 coming 

Fm Gary W. Shanafelt: I just got the 
latest issue of the Quarterly, and wanted 
to thank you for yourresponse to my query 
about interrupt processing with LDOS. I 
tried what you suggested, and it works as 
you said it would. It took me a while to 
figure out that those two bytes which the 
DE register must point to need to be the 
address of the actual task subroutine, in 
MSB/LSB format. That done, the routine 
worked like a charm. 

Of course, Ididn'tgo to all this trouble just 
to make a letter blink in the corner of the 
screen, so you might want to know what I 
did expect to get out of it. As you'll see in 
the next issue or so of TRSTimes, I've 
worked over a new version of Software 
Affair's Graphics-90 package which 
should be fully compatible with LDOS (it 
was originally compatible only with my 
favorite operating system to hate,TRSDOS 
1.3). Among other things, I've added a 
utility to print the Model ifi screen on a 
LasezjetorDeskjetprinter, using a special 
soft font which I created for the purpose 
and which includes all the TRS-80 block 
graphics and special characters. To avoid 
the vagaries of the screen dump routine 
built into the ROM and thus unchange-
able, my routine patches the keyboard 
driver so that CTRL-P dumps the screen. 
This works with any DOS. But the draw-
back is that it only works with programs 
whichusethekeyboarddriver(manydon't, 
as you well know); and further, it only 
works when those programs are actually 
looking for keyboard input. 

When I was studying the LDOS manual, 
it struck methatifl couldbase my routine 
on the interrupts rather than the keyboard 
driver, it would be a lot more effective - 
for you could dump the screen anywhere 
in aprogram so long as the program didn't 
disable the interrupts. The routine would 
only work with LDOS, of course, but 
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that's the DOS any Model Ill program 
should be using anyway. Now that I know 
how to use the task processor, it should 
only be a question of time (the ultimate 
four-letter word!) until I can rewrite the 
routine to take advantage of it. This really 
is a powerful feature of LDOS, and I'm 
surprised that so few programs seem use 
it. 

Oh, to answer your query about new DOS 
manuals: I, for one, would be interested, 
not just so that all the revisions would be 
incorporated in the same place but be-
cause my current manuals are falling apart 
from overuse! 

Thanks again for the assistance; your ex-
pertise continues to make my computer 
not just useful, but fun! 

Return Policy, etc. 

Fm Daryl L. Biser: Roy, In the flyer you 
included with my last order,Inoticed your 
"no-questions-asked" return policy for 
software. I am really grateful that you 
have such a generous policy, because I 
realized once Ireceived my copy of LDOS 
5.3 that it is much more than Ireally need. 
I use my Model 4 in Ill mode only to run 
some BASIC programs I wrote a number 
of years ago. A couple of them manipulate 
a lot ofdata, and are fairly large, so the loss 
of approximately 1K of memory in LDOS 
5.3 BASIC is fatal. In fact, I have not 
converted them to Model 4 BASIC be-
cause of the memory constraint in LSDOS 
6.3. No, I haven't tried chaining segments 
of the programs, although it would prob-
ably be the way to go. I did try chaining 
with Model 4 ZBASIC, but the program 
wouldn't pass all the variables I was us-
ing. I am sure a more clever programmer 
would have succeeded. 

Your package looks extremely impres- 

sive, but I simply won't use it. I would, 
however, like to try your latest version of 
Little Brother. The only database Ihave is 
DeskMate, and that leaves a lot to be 
desired. I use AppleWorks at school, and 
need a database with similar power and 
simplicity formyModel4Please give me 
credit for the returned LDOS 5.3 and the 
Manual toward the purchase of LB Data 
Manager 2.1. 

One more thing while I am writing. On 
page 11 of this month's Computer News 
80, I noticed under HARDWARE IN-
TERFACE KIT mention of SET2RAM1 
CMDwhichuses@EXMEMand@BANK 
to use extended memory with BASIC in 
LDOS 5.3. If I read this correctly, this 
works in Model 4 mode as well. If true, 
and it really allows BASIC to use ex-
tended memory, it would solve my con-
version problems. Please send me any 
information you have about the interface 
kit, if it really does allow basic to use the 
additional memory. (I have the 128K up-
grade, and aMegaMem board with 1 Meg 
installed.) IknowlcoulduseaRAMDlSK, 
but that isn't what I have in mind - I want 
the extra memory to be there when I boot 
up BASIC. If I am confused, not to worry. 
It is my normal state of mind. 

I will appreciate any help you can give me. 
And while I am thinking of it, please 
extend my subscription to The MJSOSYS 
Quarterly. Ireally look forward to receiv-
ing it, and Iread every word, even though, 
as you can probably tell from the last 
paragraph, I don't understand all of it (a 
lot of it?). I really regret that I never had 
the time to learn assembly programming. 
And thanks for your continued support of 
our old IRS-80 computers. I really love 
my old 4P and want to keep it going as 
long as possible. 

Mn MISOSYS, Inc: Daryl, Our policy is 
that any software product - except those 
sold on closeout - may be returned within 
30-days of purchase for a full refund ex-
cluding and S&H charges; products must 
be in "like-new" condition. I believe that 
policy best serves the customer by remov-
ing all doubtas to whetheror notaparticu- 

larproductwill serve theirneeds. I'm glad 
to accept your return - especially when its 
used to purchase LB! 

Let's clarify the issue with the Hardware 
Interface Kit. A number of years ago, I 
published an article in The MISOSYS 
Quarterly which covered the design and 
installation of an extended memory man-
ager, called @EXMEM. The memory 
managerprovided the ability of accessing 
extended memory - through the @BANK 
service call - from any program. The 
manager handled the program stack and 
allowed single-byte I/O and page (256-
byte) I/O. With the USR1 1 facility in LS-
DOS 6.3.x BASIC, a Model 4 user could 
easily access the extended memory; afew 
articles appeared in The MISOSYS Quar-
terly which provided concrete examples 
of how to accomplish this. 

Model ifi mode does not have any inher-
entbank-switching capabilities. Sometime 
ago, MISOSYS released a product called 
the "hardware interface kit" which pro-
vided an @BANK and @EXMEM ser-
vice call when LDOS 5.3 was in use on a 
Model 4 computer. It achieved this by 
switching the machine into aRAM Model 
ifi mode, populating the RAM with an 
image of the ROM. It then replaced some 
of the cassette I/O routines in what was the 
ROMC area with code to handle the 
@BANK and@EXMEM functions. This, 
of course, required a 128-K Model 4. 

David Goben took my idea a step further 
and re-wrote the Model ifi memory man-
ager to support the XLR8er board. This 
package - noted in CN-80 - was provided 
to MESOSYS and I released it as the 
"XLR8er hardware interface kit". This 
product requires a Model 4 equipped with 
an XLR8er board. Thus, when installed, it 
allows programs to access extended 
memory via both byte I/O and page I/O. 
But note that the program has tobe able to 
handle access of the new service calls. 
LDOS BASIC does not have any USR1 1 
capability; therefore, any use made of the 
new service calls from Model ifi BASIC 
would have to be implemented via some 
additional USR routine written in assem- 
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bly language to provide an interface be-
tween BASIC and the service call. Al-
though it may sound like a useful article 
for TMQ, at this point in time I believe I 
have sold about three copies of XHIK. 
Does that sound like I should spend time 
on that? 

LBASIC4 

Mn Brad Stiles: Roy, Thanks for the 
recent updates of LDOS and LB. In gen-
eral, I feel that my Model 4's are pretty 
well taking care of my needs. That is in 
large part due to MISOSYS products and 
your continued support of those products. 
The only areas where I see the Model 4 
suffer, re., the MS-DOS machines is in 
regards to accounting and investing soft-
ware. I continue to muddle along in those 
areas with software written in BASIC for 
the Model 3 mode. Itis fortunate thatthese 
products were written in BASIC, since I 
have had to rewrite portions of each,to get 
them to run on LDOS and allow the use of 
the normal LDOS system features (PR/ 
FLT, K[/DVR, etc.). 

I would really prefer to be able to run these 
programs in the Model 4 mode, but the 
conversions are too time consuming. 
Thank you for LDOS 5.3.1! 

But now, you raise the possibility of an 
LBASIC for the Model 4 mode [Article 
"LDOS 5.3.1 Released" (TMQ Vol. Vii, 
P .4)]. Boy would that be convenient! If 
the demand is sufficient to justify your 
effort, please put me down for a definite 
PURCHASE! With LBASIC4 in hand, I 
wouldalsorequireDoubleDuty. Justimag-
the? VersaLedger on one bank, MultiPlan 
on the other and ProWam available as 
well. 

Fm John P. Jones: In answer to TMQ 
Vi.i page 4, yes, I would be interested in 
running Model 3 LB ASIC directly in the 
mode14 mode. Use wouldbe more limited 
if the interpreterrequires too much memory 
- one reason I still use mostly the 3-mode. 
Would sacrifice speed for storage if over-
lays are needed. 

Fm Henry H. Herrdegen, Canada: 
Roy, I've just read Lance's news flash in 
the Nov/Dec TRSTimes, that you may be 
developing a 111/4 BASIC. He suggests to 
let you know what we, out there in dino-
saur land think about it. For what it's 
worth, here it is from me. 

I do a bit of Programming in BASIC, no 
assembly language, both inIll and4 mode, 
having gone from a Model 111 (83) over a 
4 (89] to a 4D (90). If You read the 
Computer News 80, You may remember 
seeing my name. I do not run LDOS, but 
apatched (mostly with Andy Levinson's,) 
TRSDOS 1.3, NEWDOS80 and LS-DOS 
6.3.1. You may even be familiar with my 
"PUP" patch disk, sold by CN80, and 
know what my TRSDOS 1.3.3 looks like. 
So much for an introduction. 

Ifound the originalTRSDOS BASIC abit 
restricted in many ways, and got into the 
habit of programming in NEWDOS, 
mainly for the so convenient way to move 
lines around, duplicate them, renumber,' 
move blocks and the references printout. 
Renumbering, "NAME", in 'IRSDOS 
BASIC is the pits, only all the way to the 
end, and the spaces added at the GOTOs 
and GOSUBs! 

The NEWDOS DOS has, in my opinion, 
too many unnecessary wrinkles, bells and 
whistles, which the average user does not 
need, just creating confusion as to what 
SYSTEM/PDRIVE is on the disk. Hard to 
keep some sort of uniformity in your disk 
file. So I stuck with the patched TRSDOS 
for running the programs written in 
NIEWDOS. lam a bit mad at people who 
dismiss TRSDOS out of hand as ancient, 
"run on occasion for some unknown rea-
son", and so on. Granted, TRSDOS 6 is 
not worth the disk it's on. Thank You for 

LS-DOS, but there is nothing wrong with 
apatched 1.3, with DIR and LlSTpaginat-
ing, LIST in ASCII, no superfluous TIME 
entry, use the convenient period key in-
stead of slash, choice of cursor, CAT, 
error messages, and all the other goodies 
from patches Andy and others have given 
to us. 

LS-DOS BASIC has many of the good 
NEWDOS features, but lacks afew others 
and some good ones from the TRSDOS 
BASIC. I hope you can and will combine 
these, and come up with a SUPER BASIC: 
(S-BASIC?)! Taking LS-DOS BASIC as 
datum, it would be nice to add (but noth-
ing existing taken out): 

REM (hardcopy) feature from NEWDOS. 
BREF is a pain in the *#%&, not being 
accessible from BASIC during program 
writing. 

Require a "D" before a line number to 
delete it! As in NEWDOS. Who hasn't 
punched <ENTER> after a line number, 
and then had to re-construct it" 

CMD'T"inNEWDOS has some overkill, 
but also some good uses, like the F=SS, 
single stepping through a program could 
help, as may the F=POPx 

CMD"r' is already there as the (too long) 
SYSTEM "dos cmd", better than the non-
returning CMD'T', but please keep the 
(undocumented?) "!" substitute for the 6-
letter command word! 

CMD"J": does anybody use "ddcl/yy"? 
Besides, it does not get the year anyway, 
and the necessary "-yy" input is a bit far 
out. Buta conversion from the (outmoded) 
mm/dd/yy to the more sensible (and I.S .0. 
standard) yy/mm/dd could he helpful and 
avoid some string handling, sorting by 
date, etc. 

CMD"O": maybe with the added 
NEWDOS features, multi array sorting, 
etc? 

CMD"P ": it would have to distinguish 
between ifi and  'mode. (PEEK (14312) 
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versus IN? (248)) 

CMD"Z" (or CIvID"*")  very useful in 
many circumstances, rather then lots of 
duplication with LPRINTs, and better, 
even if not as universal (keyboard & RS-
232 needed?), then CMD"ROUTE ........ 

Peek & poke the video screen enabled me 
to get an alphabetized CAT for the Ill, 
sorted in columns, not lines, as is the 4 
CAT. Is there a way to read the screen in 
LS-DOS? 

Could "F' (or "S" or REM) include the 
line number after a GOTO, GOSUB, or 
@? Would be nice for de-bugging, to find 
a specific PRJNT@ or GOTO! 

Spaces between keywords? Will "LINE 
INPUT" in an "old"4 program run as well 
as a "LINEINPUT" from an "old" Ill? 

Make THEN optionalbefore GOSUB asit 
is for GOTO. As well as retaining THEN 
1200 without the GOTO! And who needs 
or still uses LET? 

Maybe an improved TRON[I'ROFF sys-
tem is possible? Stop when waiting for an 
input, instead of filling the screen with the 
same line number? 

And please consider the TRSDOS 1.3 
BASIC, not just LBASIC. Judging from 
the number of people which have bought 
my 1.3 patch disk, many Model ifi users 
do still work with the 1.3, and anything 
new for the TRS bunch should not exclude 
a fair number of them! 

I have worked for several months with 
MS-DOS's BASIC, and must say that I 
like our editing features better. It is nice to 
see ablock of code on the screen and chase 
the cursor around, but I still prefer the 
simplicity of our commands and scroll-
ing. Aversion against something new, and 
comfort with the well known? I don't 
know. 

Fin MISOSYS,Inc: Henry, You pose lots 
of interesting features, but l believe that's 
diverse of the point. When I originally 

noted the concept, the BASIC in my mind 
was a version of the Model ifi LDOS 
BASIC running in the native Model 4 
mode which would run Model ifi BASIC 
programs. I have begun to work on that 
effort as time permits; however, I do not 
envision adding features to "LBASIC". If 
anything, I would expect to eliminate 
features. One difficulty in such an imple-
mentation is to ensure that the memory 
space available to userprograms is greater 
than that available from the native Model 
ifi mode. Model III BASIC takes up about 
20K of memory space; that's about 11 K 
in the ROMs and 9K in Disk BASIC 
extensions. In Model 4 mode, such a 
BASIC would load at 2600H. Without 
reserving space unused by BASIC for the 
3C00H-3FFFH video RAM image, that 
would leave just aboutthe same amount of 
user memory available to BASIC pro-
grams as that available in Model 4 BA-
SIC. I would be able to save space by 
reducing the double jump interface be-
tween "ROM" BASIC and disk BASIC, 
and would be able to optimize the total 
program eliminating, for instance, the use 
of "RAM" for division and port 1/0. I 
would also eliminate all cassette routines 
(i.e. CSAVE, CLOAD, SYSTEM), per-
imps 2-letter error abbreviations, etc. I 
have also considered two distinct BA-
SICs: one without a programming inter-
face (i.e. listing, trace, editing, etc) which 
would enable additional user memory 
during runtime; and one adding the pro-
gramming capabilities. The most signifi-
cant feature which could be added to an 
LBASIC4 would be the availability of 
additional user memory space. 

Building LBASIC4 is a tremendous edit-
ing job; also, there is a quite intricate 
Model 4 memory mode which would be 
required to enable the video RAM to be 
active at the Model Ill memory address so 
existing BASIC programs which peek and 
poke the video would continue to func-
tion. There is also a question in my mind 
aboutwhich Model III addresses typically 
peeked and poked to support (i.e. Model 
III-mode DCB data?). If I do pull off such 
a feat as LBASIC4, my philosophy would 
be to adhere to LDOS 's LBASIC applica- 

tion program interface - not NEWDOS's. 

As far as peeking and poking the video 
screen, Ipublished "DEMOS VC/BAS" in 
The MISOSYS Quarterly issue IV.i (Fall 
1989). That demo illustrated a program 
for using LS-DOS 6.3's USR11 function 
to read the video screen using the 
@VDCTL DOS service call. That issue is 
still available for $4 +S&H (minimum 
order of $15). 

XBE & Prosoft's 
Trash man 

Fm John P. Jones, 17 Bet Manor Drive, 
Fairmont, WV 26554: Roy, I would like 
to do more programming in the Model 4 
mode. However, I usually find myself 
using the Model 3 mode because of the 
availability of two utility programs: 

1. Computer Applications Unlimited's 
"Full Screen Text Editor for the Model 1 
and 3" (Reviewed as "XBE" in "80 
Microcomputing", Nov. 1981, page 42, 
copy attached - the version I use is 
XED1T48/CMD). 

2.Prosoft's "Trashman" 

The former allows switching from BASIC 
operating mode to editor in a couple of 
keystrokes. I find this a must for testing 
first the syntax and then the operation of 
[complex] lines. 

I'm afraid I'm incapable of programming 
with a word processor because of the 
problem not being able to test as I go. The 
"find" mode is also a must, both for vari-
ables and finding what line contains the 
"NetPay"printoutorthe"GOSUB 2000". 
Note that XEDIT converts tokens to key-
words, the same as the LIST command 
from BASIC. 
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"Trashman" is useful not only for han-
dling suing arrays (not really a problem 
on the Model 4), but for avoiding the long 
delays 0 min, 12 sec.) on data entry. I'm 
afraid this would be intolerable in our 
business. Adding frequent X= FRE(AS) 
(as suggested in "Model 4 by Chris") just 
seems to slow things down to me. 

Can you advise me as to whether you 
know if such software is available for the 
Model4.POWERSOFT was incorporated 
intoMISOSYS,butldoubtthatPROSOFr 
is related. I assume Computer Applica-
tions Unlimited is out of business, but I 
don't know if they did a Model 4 version 
of XEDIT before quitting. Andother com-
panies may have had similar software, or 
there may be something in the Public 
Domain. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: Anyone with infor-
mation on Model 4 equivalents may con-
tact John directly. 

CLAN genealogy system 

Fm Patrick Hamel: Roy, Well, I success-
fully installed the RSHARD program and 
LDOS after a full-day learning experi-
ence, the cable works fine. EVERYTHING 
WORKS BUT THE PRIMARY OBJEC-
TIVE. 

I know I'll probably have to pay for the 
advice, but perhaps with the enclosed 
symptoms it won't cost too much to have 
you find out why the "CLAN genealogy 
system" will work on floppies With LDOS 
5.3.0 and won't work withLDOS 5.3.0 or 
5.3.1 on a hard disk. 

I used the trace - and the system dies at the 
initialization" portion of the "menu pro-
gram", The last address shown (before the 
screen goes blank for about 5 minutes and 
then reboots asking for "date") is 20010 
which is where the listing on the attached 
page starts. Apparently the CLAN pro- 

grams communicate. between themselves 
by using the memory area that this portion 
of the "menu" program reserves. 

My only hope is that you will have enough 
demand for the solution to the "CLAN on 
a hard disk problem" to make my cost 
minimal. lam enclosing an SASE for your 
reply. 

20010P0KE16561,253:P0KE16562,255 
'Protect memory for 'beyond start' flag 
20020 CLEAR 5000: DEFINTA-
Z:DIMVD(51 1),NA$(10,1),LA$(10,2) 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: Patrick, The pro-
grain fragment you supplied provides the 
entire clue to your dilemma. Notice the 
first line: POKE 16S61,253:POKE 
16562,255. You really should understand 
what that is doing, in light of the comment 
included therein. The values 16561 and 
16562 translated to a hexadecimal ad-
dress indicate that the BASIC program is 
poking a value into the pointer BASIC 
uses for indicating the last byte usable by 
BASIC - 4011140211. The value the 
program is poking is OFFFDH. As such, 
that program expects to have all of upper 
memory free from use when BASIC is 
started. Some other portion of that pro-
gram is going to poke into the memory 
address locations OFFFEH and 0FFHH. 
Once you install a hard disk driver into the 
top of memory, that program will poke its 
data into your hard disk driver. The result 
is crash city. 

The solution to the problem is (1) lower 
the DOS high memory pointer prior to 
installing the hard disk driver; and (2) 
changetheBASlCpmgmmsoiftheBASlC 
high pointer is below that address, then 
don't poke anything into it. 

Starting from a floppy-only system disk 
with MEMORY showing X'FFFF', you 
can install your hard disk driver after you 
lower HIGH$ via the command, 
MEMORY (HIGH=X'FFFD'). You can 
then SYSTEM (SYSGEN,DRIVE=d) that 
system disk and boot from it when you 
want to run CLAN. 

Why must you also modify the program? 
Good question, and here's why. If you 
performed the first step, HIGH$ after 
loading the hard disk driver would prob-
ably be around X'FEAO'. Let's use that for 
this discussion. When you invoke BASIC, 
BASIC peeks the HIGH$ value and uses 
the lesser of HIGH$ or the MEM param-
eter entry as the last memory address to be 
used by BASIC, storing that value into 
40B 1H-40B2H. BASIC thenreserves some 
memory from that point downward for 
siring storage space. If you didn't alter 
that CLAN program, BASIC would ini-
tialize the pointer to X'FEAO'. Now the 
program would start, poking anew higher 
value into the pointer location. At some 
point in running the program, BASIC 
would probably overwrite the hard disk 
driver with strings. That would then cause 
a crash when access of the hard disk was 
attempted. Therefore, the program needs 
to be modified to PEEK the pointer then 
updateitonly ifits initial valueisX'FFFF' 
So change the program by adding some-
thing akin to: IF (PEEK(16561) <> 255) 
OR (PEEK(16652) <>255) THEN 20020 
ELSE POKE 166561,253 'Protect... It is 
not necessary to POKE into 16562 at that 
point because it already contains a 255. 
Incidentally, line 20070 with its PEEK(-
2) is obtaining the value at X'FFFE'. 

1000 TL/2 Hard drive 

Fm Dave Busenbark: I need help with a 
hard drive upgrade question. I have a 
model 1000 TL/2 without a hard drive. A 
friend has a seagate 251 20mb drive and 
controller that he will give me but I don't 
know if itwill work in my computer or not. 
Any comments will be appreciated. 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: Depends on the con-
troller. To begin with, the 251 is a 1/2 ht 
5.25" 40 Meg drive. Your 1000 714 
needs an XT 8-bit controller or you need 
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an 8-bit IDE drive. 

Fm Fred Oberding: Dave, the ST-251 
will work fine in the TL/2. The controller 
board needs to be an 8 bit unit (not 16 bit) 
and also less then 10.5 inches long 

Tandy 1000RL-HD 

Fm FrankPoirrier[71435,1363}:HELP! 
I have a 1000RL-HD that is soon to be-
come a permanent part of the landscape. I 
have had it with this thing. Since 1978 I 
have been hacking with all of the toys 
from Tandyland; Model 1, 2, 3 , 4, 100, 
CoCo and never have I come across any-
thing as UN-hackable as the 1000RL. All 
I want to do is connect an external 360K 
5.25 floppy to it. I made a cable and was 
able to make it work but only by itself. It 
will operate only with the internal 3.5 
disconnected and the internal 3.5 will 
only operate with the external discon-
nected. The cable connects the 
motherboard to the internal 3.5 pin to pin. 
It is then routed externally toa34 pin edge 
cardplug with pins 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,9, and 
11 removed to eliminate the 5VDC power 
supplied from the 1000RL. The external 
drive has its own supply. 

The problem comes in with drive select 
and motor on signals. For some reason 
Drive A and B on the 1000RL are the 
same. There is NO WAY to separate 
them. TandyDOS has a feature called 
SETUPRL. Idug through all the supposed 
DOS books and found out about 
DR.WER.SYS and ASSIGN but still can-
not separate A&B drives. I am offering a 
REWARD to anyone who can give me a 
solution other than buying a Pacific Rim 
Drive (that's the one that plugs into any 
parallel printerport). This 1000RL is only 
an interim machine until I can afford areal 
computer. I need the advantage ofa5.25" 
drive to utilize HYPERCROSS and 

TRSCROSS, in my transition to the world 
of MSDOS from LDOS. 

TRSCROSS 

Fm A. C. Mullen: I purchased your 
TRSCROSS software program from a 
Radio Shack store at Greenbriar Mall in 
Chesapeake, VA. last Saturday. 

I have attempted to use it. Trying for 
several hours to follow the instructions in 
the manual provided. Enclosed is an ex-
ample of the success I have had. In addi-
tion to this unsatisfactory output the pro-
gram has reformatted one of my trs80 
disks without my selecting that function 
on the menu. 

IhaveaPackard-BelllegendlVcomputer 
with a 51/4" and a 31/2" floppy drive and 
a 40mb hard drive. I made a backup of 
yourdiskona3 1/2" diskandlcopiedyour 
disk onto the hard drive. I copied my 5 1/ 
4" disk onto my hard drive using item 1 
from the main menu. It copied without 
presenting an opportunity to take any 
action on the "select screen" as described 
in last pard page 9 of your manual. I 
printed the enclosed by using the print 
command from dos. 

Please check your disk which I am return-
ingto you to seeifcontains theTRSCROSS 
as designed. If it does please advise me 
what I am doing incorrectly to bypass the 
select screen and thus prevent its use. If it 
does please advise me if the enclosed 
output is the best I can expect from this 
program. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: You don't provide 
sufficient information for me to pinpoint 
your problem; however, if I may make a 
guess, it appears that you may be pressing 
[ENTER] after typing the main menu 
command. When you invokeTRSCROS S. 

the main menu, which displays the six 
options, appears. On page 8, the User 
Manual states simply press 1-6 or the 
corresponding function key. You don't 
press [ENTER] - just a single keystroke. 

When you enter the "1" or Fl, or simply 
[ENTER] to select the default of function 
"1", TRSCROSS will then promptyou for 
the number of the drive containing the 
TRS-80-type diskette. If you had pressed 
"1" followed by [ENTER] at the main 
menu, the "[ENTER]" would have re-
sponded to this questionbeforeithadbeen 
asked. 

It takes an [F3] at the menu on page 13 to 
instruct TRSCROSS to begin copying; 
thus, I can't explain why for you it imme-
diately copied. Did you by chance invoke 
IRSCROSS with command line param-
eters to have it operate without menu 
operation? For instance, if you had en-
tered TRSCROSS /1, the program would 
have automatically copied all files from 
drive :0 (the a: drive) to the DOS current 
directory. That would match the opera-
tion you described. 

Finally, it appears that the file you copied 
may have beenaSuperScripsit document. 
If that were so, then you need to invoke 
'LRSCROSS using the /RF option and 
designate all SuperScripsitflles as a mode 
of "SS" (using FlO) to generate DCA-
RFT files, or without the /RF option but 
still designate all SuperScripsit files as a 
mode of "SS" (using FlO) to generate 
ASCII files. 

Please write with specific details if you 
still have problems. 
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More TASCROSS 

Fm Ernest G.Robinson: UsingMS-DOS 
4.01, I could not use DOS DISKCOPY 
command to backup the original disk. I 
received an error message (see enclosed 
Screen Print), but using XCOPY A: B: 
command, I got a copy (5 1/4 to 3 1/2). I 
used COPY command to copy the files to 
the Hard Disk. 

I like to program in BASIC language, so 
I had many programs made with my Radio 
Shack MOD 4 computer that I wanted to 
transfer to the MS-DOS Packard Bell 
computer - with out re -typing them in. 
Your software TRSCROSS done the job! 

The program works well. I transferred 
many BASIC programs that were made in 
both the MOD 4 mode RSDOS) and 
MOD 3 mode (DOSPLUS). BASIC pro-
grams made in MOD 3 (DOSPLUS) had 
to be saved on TRSDOS orLS-DOS disk, 
then transferred with ThSCROSS. 

I also transferred many data files made 
with BASIC programs. The data saved 
while using a database software named 
AIDSPLUS-II (MOD 3 mode - L1)OS 
System), caused some problems. Unless 
they had been saved "vertically", so they 
could be read by a BASIC program, I had 
to add delimiter fields of"*"  between the 
existing fields. I then made related data-
base fields with MS-DOS 
LOTUSWORKS database to accept data 
"1RSCROSS'd" from AIDSPLUS II of 
the R/S computer. 

SuperScripsit documents MOD 4 mode 
(TRSDOS) transferred well. SCRIPSIT 
documents MOD 3 mod (LDOS) trans-
ferred almost as well, but LeScript docu-
ments didn't do as well. They transferred 
with much scattered "garbage", but could 
be salvaged. 

Nice work, gentlemen/ladies! 

Fin MISOSYS, Inc: Ernest, Our 
TRSCROSS product is distributed on a 
disk formatted one sided, eight sectors per 
track. That's the lowest common denomi-
nator disk structure. All versions of MS-
DOS mustbe able to read thatkind of disk 
However, it's possible that DISKCOPY 
of MS-DOS 4.01 won't copy it. All you 
need to do is to copy the files to another 
disk. It was not necessary to use XCOPY 
since there is no subdirectory on the 
TRSCROSS disk ButXCOPYwon'thurt 
anything. 

The problem you had with Lescript docu-
ments was really not apro blem per se, but 
the result of the files not being ASCII and 
TRSCROSS performing no conversion of 
the imbedded formatting controls; that 
was your scattered garbage. lam glad you 
found all other aspects of the conversion 
worked well. 

Still More TRSCROSS 

Fm Max F. Homfeld: I bought 
TRSCROSS when Ibought mylBM clone, 
an Emerson 8200. I use it to transfer text 
anddatafiles andbasic programs from my 
Radio Shack model 4. 

Aconstantproblem is thatit seems to read 
wrong sectors at times. In text, I get 
several sentences repeated while others 
are missing. In basic programs, I find 4 or 
5 lines missing, sometimes in two places. 
Every file seems to need repair. What 
causes this? What can be done? 

I always get the "abort or ignore" state-
ment, but the document warned me of 
that. 

FmMISOSYS,Inc: Max, Typically when 
most files converted by TRS CROSS have 
some data missing and some superfluous 
data showing up, the reason is the inability 

to properly read the IRS-80 diskette. You 
highlight this problem when you stated 
you always get the "abort or ignore" 
message. 

My hunch is that the diskettes you are 
trying to read were formatted with a ver-
sion ofTRSDOS 6 earlier than the 6.02.01 
release. If that is the case, you are some-
what out of luck unless you still have 
access to your TRS-80. Your letter im-
plies thatyou stilluseyourTRS-80. If you 
do, the easiest cure is to format aTRS-80-
type disk on your PC us1ngTRSCROSS's 
menu option 3 - Format TRS-80 disk. 
Take that disk to your TRS-80 computer 
and copy files to it that you wish to move 
to your PC. 

Another fix is to obtain the latest release 
of the TRS-80 DOS for your computerand 
recopy your current disks to ones format-
ted by the new LS-DOS. That's the LS-
DOS 6.3.1 release available from Radio 
Shack Consumer Mail, part number 700-
2297, or directly from us using part num-
ber M-11-043. Our price is $39.95 + 
$4S&H. 

If you are using TRSDOS 6.2.1 or newer, 
then the other possible reason could be a 
significant alignment difference between 
the two disk drives (the TRS-80 drive and 
the PC drive). Again, it's possible that the 
first cure mentioned may work. 

Fin Max F. Homfeld: The advice in your 
November 8 letter was excellent.I've had 
no errors when the disk is formatted with 
TRSCROSS. And no "abort or ignore". 
My TRSDOS is 6.02.00. We have two 
Model 4's; one has a 5 meg hard disk. 
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TRSCROSS & pfs-FILE 

Fm Robert E. Jinks: Roy, Before I get to 
the purpose of this letter I want to tell you 
how much I appreciated your commit-
ment to the TRS -80 Model 4 community 
and how much I enjoyed your "THE 
MISOSYS QUARTERLY" and products. It 
was with some trepidation that I upgraded 
to an IBM compatible computer. The 
company that I worked for, until retire-
ment, used the PC-compatibles and to 
maintain compatibility between home and 
office I decided to take the leap. 

Thank goodness for TRSCROSS, without 
iLl doubt that I would ever have converted 
my Model 4 files to the PC. The only 
problem that I have encountered is con-
vertingmyPFS:flledatatotheLotusWorks 
data base. I accomplished this by writing 
reports to disk then converting them, 
through TRSCROSS, to the PC as ASCII 
files and editing them to add delimiters 
andremove some garbage. Some data was 
lost and there seems to have been some 
duplication, still it was much better than 
reentering all data from scratch. 

M.A.D. ROM 
and internal HD, etc. 

Fm MISOSYS, Inc: The following letter 
exchange is between a TRS-80 user and 
M.A.D. Software. Ordinarily, this would 
not appear in TMQ; however, the infor-
mationprovidedby M.A.D. is sufficiantly 
relevant to TMQ readership that I have 
taken the liberty of providing the ex-
change to my readers. 

Fm John Cerul to M. A. D. Software: 
Back in August I purchased, from you, a 

BOOT-ROM SIN SCOO715-230l0-36and 
BBtJJLD6 S/NZE111 - 2(13) to install in 
my Model 4P. This 4P is one of the non-
gate models thathas been somewhat modi-
fied. i.e. AnitekHypermem (1 mb.),Anitek 
speedup kit to 6.1 megahertz and a 
MIS OS YS Hard-drive kit installed inter-
nally, with a Tandy 3 1/2" floppy as drive 
:0. Additionnally Ihave replaced the origi-
nal Kalok 320 HI) with a Seagate 251-1. 

This makes a nice installation and I am 
pleased to say that with only one excep-
tion your BOOT-ROM is averydesireable 
addition. Not your fault though. The 
"problem" comes about because of ex-
pectations raised by comments made by 
Fred Oberding in his review in IMQ Vi. 

—"7)Hard disk booting will wait for 
slower drives to come on-line. This is 
useful if you expect your system to power 
up unattended."— 

My observation is that this wait will never 
take place with the ROM as presently 
coded. Therefore my workaround is to 
keep a boot disk, with a system and the 
following auto'd JCL in physical drive :0. 

I/delay 25 
BOOT 
//STOP 

With no disk in drive :0 upon power up, 
boot from the floppy is attempted and we 
get the "Close the floppy door and try 
again" error message. IfaforcedHD boot 
is attempted (Fl), we get the "The hard 
disk drive is not ready" error message. 
Using the RESET button after the HI) has 
come up tp speed, of course will cause a 
normal H]) boot 

Idon'thaveanother4Pwithan"extemal"HD 
thaticancheckagainsttoseeifthe"problem" 
is installation specific or not. From the 
information I have to work with, I think not. 
I believe that if any combination is powered 
up from the same power switch —Harddisk 
and the4 or4p the results will be the same—
no boot from harddisk. Power up "must" be 
Harddisk first then when the disk is up to 

speedpowerupthecomputer. This ofcourse 
without a boot delay programmed into the 
ROM o using a boot floppy with a delay as 
above. 

I would like your comments, and ask that 
you forward acopy of them to MISOSYS, 
for possible inclusion in TMQ.I am for-
warding a copy of this letter to Roy also. 

FmM,A.D. Software, P. O.Box331323, 
Ft. Worth, Texas 76163: We regret you 
are having difficulty in using the 4P-
BOOT ROM with your system. Since 
your configuration is considerably differ-
ent from a stock Model 4P system, it has 
taken us time to configure a system that is 
similar to yours to attempt to reproduce 
the problem you encountered. 

Let me say up front that the 4P-ROM is 
designed to delay long enough for a hard 
disk drive to come up to speed from a 
stopped state and boot correctly, even 
with an XLR8er adapter installed. 

For our testing, we setup configurations 
with 4P gate- and non-gate-array systems 
(same ROM), both types of MISOSYS 
SCSI controllers, three different hard disk 
drives (1M503,TM602 and ST4096), and 
with and without an XLR8er adapter. We 
do not have an Anitek system, nor do we 
have a Kalok 320 drive. 

In anutshell, we were unable to reproduce 
your problem. testing confirmed that the 
4P ROM will wait 3 seconds at4MRz for 
the disk controller to receive power (this 
is done in case you use a relay-controlled 
power strip that applies power to the CPU 
first), then the hard disk is given about 25 
seconds to become ready. The timeout 
was checked by physically preventing the 
spindle onadrive from turning (or holding 
RPMs below 3600) and waiting for the 
ROM to time-out. Another test applied 
power to the CPU, interface and control-
ler, but not to the drive. We also tested the 
devices on a standard power strip (all 
devices receive power at the same time). 
Over several dozen cycles, each allowing 
the drives to come to a complete stop, no 
failed boots were seen. 
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Wedo have acouple of suggestions. First, 
you describe your system as having the 
hard disk, SCSI interface card and SCSI/ 
MFM controller inside the Model 4P. 
With the standard power supply, you are 
certainly exceeding, the power capacity 
of the power supply, and one or more 
voltages may be out of spec during the 
first few minutes of operation. As men-
tioned earlier, if the controller is not ener-
gized in three seconds, the ROM will 
assume you do not have a hard disk con-
troller. This can be confirmed by tempo-
rarily connecting SCSI controller, drive 
and interface card to a second power 
supply. Note that both of our machines 
were incapable of operating the interface 
card, controller and drive from the 4P 
power supply. We used an external 65 
watt power supply during our testing. 

If your 4P has a Tandy power supply, you 
might try replacing it with an Astec, pref-
erably a larger one. The original 4P with 
two floppy drives consumed nearly 60 
watts, and the power supply is only rated 
at 65 watts with forced air. Despite using 
the small hard disk drive, it plus the SCSI 
controller are consunting25 watts or more, 
putting the power supply well out of spec. 
You might measure the +12 and +5 at the 
controller when the system is first turned 
onto verify that +5 is not below +4.85 and 
+12 is not below 11.5. These are the 
minimum operating voltages of the main 
logic board; your drive and controller may 
require voltages even closer to +5 and+12 
for proper operation. 

If the "Drive notready" message does not 
appear for at least 25 seconds, the drive is 
taking too long to become ready, and this 
may be caused by the drive performing 
lengthy self-tests during power-on. Since 
most drives cater to the IBM PC market, 
and most PCs busy themselves when first 
turned on with memory tests, the drive 
would have sufficient time to perform its 
own tests. If this is being done by the 
drive, you might check to see if these tests 
can be disabled. 

Finally, you are running a speed-up modi-
fication. Without having one to test, it is 

possible that this device runs the machine 
at 6MHz all the time including during the 
boot sequence. (TheXLR8eradapter does 
not increase its speed until the operating 
system is Loaded.) With the CPU running 
50% faster than normal, the 3 second 
delay for the disk controller would be cut 
to about 2 seconds, and the 25 second 
motor delay would be reduced to about 18 
seconds. These values may beinsufficient 
for your controller and drive. If possible, 
try forcing the system to run at its normal 4 
MHz speed (or less) during the boot period. 

Your second question has to do with the 
replacement of the 5 1/4" floppy drive 
with a3 1/2" unit. When there is no floppy 
in the 3 112" drive, you get the message 
"Close the floppy drive doorandiry again". 
With a 5 1/4" floppy drive, this message 
only appears when a floppy is in the drive 
and the door is open, or the floppy is 
inserted backwards. 

What you are seeing is perfectly normal 
for the 3 112" drives since they do not 
return the same status as a 5 1/4" drive 
when the drive is empty. The original 
Model 4P boot ROM also displays the 
"Close the door" message when a 3 1/2" 
drive is used. The reason for the difference 
has to do with the drive mechanics. On a 
5 1/4" drive, the index hole is detected 
optically, and the write- protect is de-
tected optically or withaswitch. An empty 
drive "sees" index at all times and does not 
"see" a write-protect tab. A ready drive 
may or may not see awrite-protecttab,but 
it will see the index signal pulsing on each 
revolution of the diskette. A drive with a 
diskette inserted and the door open never 
sees index (the disk isn't rotating. The 
CPU may also see a write- protect tab. 

On a 3 112" drive, things are different. 
Index is generated by a sensor located in 
the motor assembly and is only passed to 
the CPU when the diskette-loaded switch 
is pressed (at the front of the drive). When 
there is no diskette in the drive or if itis in 
the ejected position, the CPU sees no 
index signal and a write-protect tab. Sub-
sequently, the 4P ROM code mistakes this 
condition for a partially inserted floppy. 

Our capadijfar(ove is iizfInite! 

'1Vata6outyxt.ra2c1cjtone? 

co 

Improve your on-fâze storage wft1 
52f.figfi36Or3S"72O7( 
)Toppy diiv&s, or hard dive kits 
pre-assem.6(edy 9Z$QZX 

Floppy Drives  

5.25" 360K 1/2 ht 	$75+$5S&H 
3.5" 720K in frame 	$85+$4S&H 
Our dual vertical external floppy disk 
drive enclosure willhold two 5.25" half-
height disk drives. 
2SV5 drive case/PS 	$60+$6S&H 
8" 2-floppy extender 	$18 
4 foot 1-drive floppy cable $12.50 

Hard 	 Pre-assenibledFUCIfLI 

Our kits come assembled in a cabinet 
holding up to two half-height drives, 
60 wattp/s, fan, SCSI controller, host 
adaptor, hardware clock, and cable. 
Software includes: driver, formatter, 
archive, restore, and sub-partitioning 
- all for LS-DOS 6.3 (LDOS software 
$30 additional). Drive kits work with 
Model ifi or Model 4 hardware. 

20 Megabyte kit 	$45 0+S&H 
40 Megabyte kit 	$575+s&H 
Joystick port option 	$20 

Note: S&H for hard drives varies 

S&HpricesareUPS groundtoconlinentalU.S. 

MJSGSYS rnc 
P.O. Bo 23 

&etrflng, VA 22171.O23 
IJ

... ........ 
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spIa 

by Roy Soltoff 
MOWS, Inc. 

During the Iastquarterof 1991,1 occupied 
most of my programming time with a data 
base conversion program project. The 
culmination of this effort was the 
LBCONV utility currently beingprovided 
as part of my version 2.2.0 LB Data Man-
ager. There are two classes of potential 
users of LB; one is those folks who need 
to computerize their collections of data 
and who do not already own a data base 
manager, and those who are already using 
an existing - but inferior - data manager 
program. LB version 2.2 incorporates still 
more features than the previous release 
(2. 1.0) in an attempt at attracting those in 
the former class. However, when you are 
already using a particular program - be it 
a data base manager or a word processor 
- you have a general reluctance to convert 
to another product which uses a different 
data structure; you want to easily re-use 
your existing data. 

My intent with LBCONV was to elimi-
nate, from existing data base program 
users, virtually all resistance from want-
ing to switch. To accomplish that, I had to 
support conversion from the popular ex-
isting databases. There are versions of LB 
available for both the TRS-80 Model 4 
and MS-DOS. 

Under the Model 4, the other two popular 
database programs besides LB are Profile 
4 and pfs-FILE; both of these were soldby 
Tandy. dBASE II was also available for 
CP/M. Someusers may have useda spread- 

sheet program to store data; data porting 
from spreadsheets is usually handled by 
the Data Interchange Format (DIF) origi-
nated by Software Arts - the originator of 
Visicaic. Finally, other users may be uti-
lizing a BASIC program with some form 
of direct-accessed ifie in a fixed record 
format (i.e. fielded data elements in a 
fixed record length file). LBCONV can 
handle all of these formats; the latter 
being described by the operator in a man-
ner similar to that used in our DSM4 sort 
utility. 

In the MS-DOS world, the pseudo-stan-
dard of data base interchange is dBASE. 
Virtually all database programs eitheruse 
a dBASE format directly as their normal 
data file structure or provide a dBASE 
format for data interchange. There are a 
few dBASE formats in use. The oldestaud 
most restrictive is dBASE II. It is a very 
primitive format allowing few fields and 
few field types. dBASE II was followed 
by dBASE ifi, an expanded format which 
provided additional field types, a greater 
number of fields, and a larger maximum 
number of records. LBCONV supports 
conversion to and from dBASE II, dBASE 
ifi, and DIF data structures so that an 
operator may port data to or from LB and 
dBASE formats, or LB and DIR 

Some programs can only import tab or 
comma delimited data. LB version 2.1 
can easily generate such a data file by 
means ofauser-preparedprint screen with 
the output report directed to a disk file. On 
the other hand, I included the direct gen-
eration of tab and comma delimited out-
put in LBCONV for ease of use. 
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by 
Matthew Kent Reed 

Box 368 
West Lebanon, NH 03784 

One very useful (and often overlooked) 
feature of LS-DOS is its help system. 
With HELP/CMD and the supplied help 
file for DOS, it becomes much easier to 
remember the syntax of DOS commands. 
You can also use a help file generator to 
write your own help files for other pro-
grams. However, since HELP/CMD only 
runs from the DOS command line, help 
files cannot be viewed while you're using 
other programs. Itwouldbe very useful to 
be able to look at the help entry for DE-
BUG while you are using DEBUG, but 
HELP/CMD does not have this capabil-
ity. 

I wrote HELP/APP to solve this problem. 
It performs similarly to HELP/CMJ), and 
it uses the same help files, but HELP/APP 
is a PRO-WAM application. This means 
that help is now available from within 
almostanyprograin. Also,because HELP! 
APP is a PRO-WAM application, you can 
import help topics and export most help 
text. (Due to PRO-WAM's design, help 
text in reverse video can't be exported.) 

Assemble HELP/APP as.a core image file 
(use the -GC and -CI switches withMRAS) 
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The structure of  Profile data file set was 
discussed briefly by David Krebs in an 
article which appeared in The MISOSYS 
Quarterly, issue V.m (Spring 1991). I 
may expand on that data structure at some 
point; however, I want to concentrate on 
the pfs FILE data structure because it has 
not been discussed - to my knowledge - in 
print. This article will not present any 
programming techniques to deal with the 
pfs FILE data file; for that you may as well 
acquire LB. The data structure is quite 
complex which caused me to spend con-
siderable time figuring it out. I hope I got 
itright. Nevertheless, TMQ readers are an 
inquisitive lot and I thought I would share 
my discovery with you. 

Let me first define some terminology for 
the sake of understanding the discussion. 
Folks usually refer to the collection of 
data associated with one entity asarecord. 
FILE calls this aFORM. Perhaps they use 
this term because you're always filling in 
forms these days. FILE's form can be 
composed of more than one page; thus, it 
uses the term PAGE to designate these 
divisions. Under FILE, apage will appear 
on one and only one screen display; the 
program provides a means to move from 
one page of a form to another - and from 
one form to another. Data is displayed on 
the video screen by using a blank form as 
a template through which the form data is 
displayed. I will call these templates, 
SCREEN FORMS. 

To begin with an explanation of the data 
structure, FiLE's files are addressed in 
128-byte blocks; these are numbered from 
0 to n. When you create a new file, it is 
initially established with 128 blocks. At 
two blocks per 256-byte sector, such affle 
is 16K. The first block (block 0) is a 
system block and contains a headerrecord. 
Table I illustrates the data in that header - 
at least as far as I was able to determine. 

Data blocks are used starting from the last 
block in the file. The first screen form is 
stored starting in that last block. I say 
starting, because aform occupies as many 
blocks as it needs to store its character 
string layouts. Pointers in each block are 

Table I - block 0- file header 
word: block # of first screen form page 
word: block # of last screen form page 
word: # of pages in the form 
word: # of active forms (records) in the file 
word: block # of last data form (record) added 
word: unknown - varies with # of active forms 
word: unknown - varies with # of active forms 
word: first free block 
string: "TYPE 3" - used to designate a pfs FILE file 
word: block # of screen form page 1 
word: block # of screen form page 2 

word: block # of screen form page n (32 max) 
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used to link the multiple blocks which 
constitute a single form. In Table I, a word 
is a 2-byte unsigned integer value. For 
instance, the first word contains the block 
number of the first page of screen form 1. 
If your file contains more than one page 
perform, the second word will contain the 
blocknumber of the last screen form page. 
This value would be the same as the first 
value if the file contained only one screen 
form template. The third word contains 
the number of pages in the form template. 
Note that FILE does not require you to 
complete all pages in each active form. 

The next word contains the number of 
active forms; this is used by the program 
in traversing the pages. 

%AV's 	PzAqw. ~b 
RADIO SHACK 

TANDY OWNERS! 
Find the computer 

equipment that TANDY 
no longer sells. 

PACIFIC COMPUTER EXCHANGE 
buys and sells used TANDY 

TASDOS 
XENIX 

MSDOS 
COMPUTERS & 
PERIPHERALS 

We sell everything from Model 3's and 4's 
to Tandy 6000s, 1000's to 5000's, Laptops, 
and all the printers and hard disks to go with 
them. If we don't have it in stock, we w ill do 
our best to find it for you. We have the 
largest data base of used Radio Shack 
equipment to draw from. All equipment 
comes with warranty. 

PACIFIC 
COMPUTER 

EXCHANGE 
The One Source For 

Used Tandy Computers 
1031 S.E. Mill, Suite B 

Portland, Oregon 97214 
(503) 236-2949 
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If you use FILE, you will note that when 
you search a file, the search procedure 
works from the lastform added up through 
the firstform added. This sequencedoesn't 
necessarily make too much sense to me; a 
last-in flrst-outsequence makes sense more 
in inventory control - and definitely not 
for food storage and consumption which 
should be first-in first-out Nevertheless, 
one reason for this approach is that FILE 
doesn't keep a pointer to the first record! 
The next word in the header structure is a 
pointer to the block number which con-
tains the first page of the most recent form 
added. So a search will start form this 
block and traverse through the file; each 
form also contains pointers which link 
together the sequence of forms. 

The following two words appeared to vary 
in value according to the numberof records 
added to a file as Iproceeded with my 
investigation of FILE's data structure. My 
best educated guess is that they are used in 
some fashion to force an expansion of the 
file from its initial 16K size at some point 
But they would be of no consequence in 
porting data from a pfs file; therefore, I 
chose to ignore them. 

In order to addarecordto affle, there must 
be someindicator of the first unusedblock. 
This is the next word of the header. So 
when a new form is added - or an existing 
form is increased and needs an additional 
block, this word is used to locate it. Blocks 
are always used from the top down; thus, 
when block 124 is used, the next free 
block would be 123, then 122, and so 
forth. Blocks would -be available down to 
block 1 (0 is used for the system header 
structure),atsuch time the file wouldneed 
to be expanded by 16K so that block 256 
would be the next available block 

The following six bytes of the header 
contains the string, "TYPE 3". My hunch 
is that this is used as an integrity check of 
a pfs FILE data file. I never bothered to 
explore a Model Ill pfs F1LE file as it is on 
a diskette with a format not compatible to 
TRSDOS orLDOS (i.e. it uses a512-byte 
sector size). But my hunch is that the 
"TYPE 3" string may stem from the pfs 
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file Model Ill format. That's just a hunch, 
though! I use a check of the "TYPE 3" 
string in LBCONV. 

Following the integrity check string are a 
variable number of words - each one 
contains a pointer to the first block of a 
screen form page. From the space remain-
ing in the 128-byte header, there could be 
53 pages to a form; however, FILE limits 
thenumber of pages to 32. This completes 
the discussion of the header record. 

Actual data (i.e. form pages) take up as 
many 128-byte blocks as they need. At 
this point it may be useful to discuss how 
FILE packs its data into blocks. Appendix 
C-i of the pfs user manual covers the 
number of bytes (characters) needed un-
der various conditions. Let me rehash that 
material and tell you why those counts 
exist. 

The manual says that FILE "uses the first 
14 bytes of every page". That's not en-
tirely correct; it uses the first 12 bytes as 
a header and the last two bytes as a link 
pointer. The use of these bytes is illus-
trated in Table II. The first word is the 
block number of the next higher-num-
bered page; a zero value indicates no 
higher page exists. The second word con-
tains the block number of the next lower-
numberedpage, or zero if its the firstpage. 
Word three is the page number of the 
form; however, the screen form does not 
use this word for that function. The next 
two words of the header contain the block 
numbers of the next and previous forms - 
if they exist. The last two bytes of the 128-
byte block are always contain a pointer 
which points to the next block of the page; 
a zero value indicates no further blocks 
are in use for that page. 

The appendix further states that each item 
entered on a page takes up five bytes for 
FILE internal parameters. Here's what 
they are used for. A 2-byte value (word) 
contains the length of the character string 
plus fivefor the parameters. Abyte is used 
to contain the screen column (0-79) where 
the first character of the string was en-
tered; the next byte contains the screen 

Table II- pfs form block 
word: block # of page N-i-i; 0 if last page 
word: block # of page N-i; 0 if first page 
word: page # of form 
word: form #; Note different on screen form (98BD) 
word: block # of form N-i-i; 0 if last form 
word: block # of form N- 1; 0 if first form 

word: length of string +5 
byte: screen column of siring 
byte: screen row of string (bit 7 set) 
var string (bit 7 set); optionally followed by 0411 if string len was even; 

string can contain embedded space compression coding 
of "01 nn A0" which count only 3 in length byte: NULL 

repeat previous block until byte 126 

I) word: block number of block continuing the data; 0 if last 	 11 
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row where the first character of the string 
was entered. This value is always excess 
128 (i.e. bit7 is set); thus, the value ranges 
from 128 to 151 for screen rows 0 through 
23. Those four bytes are followed by the 
encoded siring. Each string character is 
stored with bit-7 set - with one exception. 
The manual states that "a string of three or 
more blanks inside a filled-in item takes 
three bytes". That's because contiguous 
multiple spaces are encoded into a 3-byte 
run length representation. An encoding is 
indicated by a value of "1" followed by a 
one-byte count of contiguous spaces, 
which is then followed by the hex value, 
X'AO', which happens to be the ASCII 
value for a SPACE with bit-7 set. Thus, 
the two encoding bytes don't set bit-i. 
Under this scheme, it is possible to com-
press any contiguous stream of identical 
characters - not just a SPACE - but FILE 
only compresses SPACE characters. This 
type of encoding is called run-length en-
coding. The last byte of the five refer-
encedin the manualis aterminatingNULL 
which designates the end of the field. 

When you prepare a screen form, a field 
name includes all characters from the first 
non-blank character up to the next colon 
character. The number of characters avail-
able for a field are the total number of 
character positions up to the next non-
blank character. FILE does not maintain 
any concept of field lengths, other than the 
number of blank positions available in the 
screen form. 

The character strings which define the 
various fields continue up through the 
126th byte position of the block. At that 
point, the page must be expanded to an-
other block. The next free block available 
is allocated to the form and its block 
number is stored in the last two bytes of 
the current block. It is important to note 
that a field's string of characters can tra-
verse a block. Note also that since there is 
no need to refer back to first block of the 
page, the blocks used in an expansion of a 
single page contain no header; they con-
tain only a single word pointer in the last 
two bytes of the block. 
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There are some significant differences in 
the header of subsequent pages of a form, 
for those forms which have more than one 
page. Only the first page of a form is used 
to reference links to the previous and 
subsequent forms in the chain. Also, the 
number of the form is stored once in the 
header of the first page. Thus, the first 
block of pages 2-n of a form contain a 
shortened header limited to the first three 
words presented in Table II; the length 
byte of the first character string starts with 

byte 6. 

As if all this wasn't sufficiently confus-
ing,here's one last wrinkle. In building up 
and examining sample files, Inoticed that 
all of the character string lengths were 
even numbers. Here's what's happening, 
but don't ask me why! If the string con-
tains an even number of characters, the 
string is lengthened by one and the string 
is terminated with a additional byte of 
04H which precedes the normal terminat- 

ing NULL. A field which is totally blank 
contains zero characters - an arbitrarily 
even number. Thus, a blank item would 
contain the five internal parameter char-
acters plus the 04H for a total length of six. 
There's the reason for the pfs manual's 
statement, "a blank item takes 6 bytes". 
But it will take a greater mind to understand 
the significance of a required even length! 

For those who really want to tinker with 
this type of file, Table HI contains the data 
structures I used in LBCONV to access 
the two block types: system header block 
and form header block. In the design of 
LBCONV, I wanted the program to do as 
much as possible in the data conversion 
effort Thus, LBCONV performs two 
passes of the datapfsflle. Itfirstexamines 
all screen form pages to detect the total 
quantity of fields. It then scans the entire 
file to determine the longest character 
string in each field. It uses these values to 
fix the field lengths for LB. LB uses a 
descriptive field name of up to 19 charac-
ters for display in on-line prompts. So 
LBCONV also extracts the rightmost 19 
characters of the descriptive name used in 
the pfs screen form. Why the rightmost 
19? Chapter 1 of the pfs user manual 
describes a procedure to design a file. The 
first example starts with fields described 
as: "SS#:", "Age:", and "Date:" , fol-
lowed by a row of hyphens. The fourth 
field is described as "Name:". It's this 
fourth field which creates a slight prob-
lem. Remember Ipreviously stated that"a 
field name includes all characters from 
the flrstnon-blank character up to the next 
colon character". In this fourth field, the 
name includes the hyphens. To automati-
cally use the first 19 characters of the 
descriptive name would chop off all of 
those names which were preceded by a 
sequence of dashes - not to mention any 
titles in the screen form. My choice of 
using the rightmost 19 is an arbitrary one; 
I felt that folks would tend to be the most 
descriptive at the location of the colon. 

Another compromise was to avoid un-
packing the space compression codes if 
one occurred within the 19 characters 
selected as the name. LB provides an easy 
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method of editing the field names, any-
way. 

LB provides a rich set of field types; 
however, all fields of the pfs data file are 
treated as literal data because there is no 
way to discern the intent of an entry. After 
a data file is converted to LB, a user can 
use the LBREDEF utility to re-define the 
type. Besides, ata48Kfile size, LBCONV 
is at its limit on the TRS-80 without 
resorting to complex overlays as is the 
case with LB itself. 

All in all, LBCONV affords an easy way 
to convert from äpfs FILE data file to LB. 
In fact, because LBCONV also can con-
vert from an LB data structure to dBASE 
II, dBASE III, DIF, and comma delimited 
data structures, LBCONV can even be 
used to convert pfs to dBASE or as an 
ASCII file easily importable into justabout 
any MS-DOS database program by using 
LB as an intermediate file structure. Ihave 
thought about writing a data base conver-
sion program basedonLBCONV to bundle 
with my TRSCROSS product. But that's 
another story... 

Table ifi 

struct 
unsigned formi; 
unsigned formn; 
unsigned npages; 
unsigned urecs; 
unsigned lastrec; 
mt flhl[2]; 
unsigned fblock 
char pfsflle[6]; 
unsigned forms [32]; 
) pfs0= t0,0,0,0,0,(0),0, 

{ .r , 	IpII I I3t) , (0)); 

struct 
unsigned nextpg; 
unsigned prevpg; 
mt pageno; 
mt formno; 
unsigned nextblk; 
unsigned prevblk; 
) pfshdr; 

Ken Strickler 
P.O. Box 773 

Stanwood, WA 98292-0773 

Source: 	MISOSYS, Inc. 
Technical Support: MISOSYS, Inc. 

Ordering Information: 
MESOSYS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 239 
Sterling, VA 22170 
Phone 1-800-MISOSYS 

INTRODUCTION 
As with all of the Software and Hardware 
Packages which MISOSYS becomes in-
volved with, LB is another fine example 
oftakingarough cut diamond, and polish-
ing its many facets to a brilliant luster! 
The TRS80 Model 4 computer has long 
needed a full featured, large capacity Data 
Base Manager, like LB. This package 
adds another dimension to the TRS80 and 
again demonstrates the inherent power of 
the 8 bit machine. Additionally, the files 
generated can be transferred to an MS-
DOS machine,andLB86 for theMS-DOS 
machine can process the files! 

Before continuing with my review, and in 
order to save space and time, some back-
ground information is necessary. Youprob-
ably ought to get a cuppa' jo (coffee) and 
a quiet place to do this! 

Step 1-Locate arecent copy of the TMQ, 
preferably Volume 5, Issue IV. On the 
inside of the BACK COVER is a quick 
description of LB, and right there in the 
upper right hand corner is 'ole ROY 
checkin' that last bit of code for any 
errors! (Can't find any more - huh Roy!) 

Step 2-Read the BLURB on pages 2,3 and 
4 of TMQ V.IV where Roy explains the 
features that he has added or enhanced. 
(Nice work ROY! Any old programmer 
will appreciate the time and effort that has 
gone into improving this package!) 

Step 3- The PACKAGE! 
The LB Data Base Management System 
(LB-DBMS) is a flat-faced (Equal sized 
record) filing system, containing the nec-
essary modules for creating and manipu-
lating information containing any single 
point of commonality. In this program, 
extreme care has been taken to effectively 
utilize system resources, to allow the pro-
gram to run on a wide variety of available 
computer systems. 

PRO-WAM 
Programmers' 

Toolkit 
The Programmers' Toolkit provides 
what you need to know to write pro-
grams for the PRO-WAM environment. 
This includes documentation in a con 
venient5.5" by 8.5" format; the same as 
PRO-WAM release 2. The included 
WINLINK device driver supports pro-
grammedinvocation ofapplications from 

ich supports device I/O. You also get 
WINDO W/CCC function library for 
, and an assembler source code file 

the PHRASE application to illustrate 
v to write aPRO-WAM application. 

Toolkit $29.95 + 
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As delivered, for the TRS80 model 4 
computers, an Installation Manual, Users 
Manual, Installation Floppy, and Execu-
tion Floppy Diskette. 

The PLATFORM(s) 
The SYSTEM requirement is a TRS80 
Model 4 with at least 128K of memory, 1 
FLOPPY Disk Drive, if a HARD Disk is 
available, or 2 FLOPPY Disk Drives. 

Evaluation was performed on several dif-
ferent Model 4 computers, using different 
configurations, as follows: 

(1)128K -2 Disk Drives (40 trk,ss,dd) 
- (standard) 

(2)128K-2DiskDrives (1-40 trk,ss,dd; 
1-80 trk,ds,dd) 

(3)384K (xlr8er) -2 Disk Drives (1-40 
trk,ss,dd; 1-80 trk,ds,dd) 

(4)384K(xlr8er) - 2 Disk Drives (1-40 
trk,ss,dd; 1-80 trk,ds,dd) - 40 Meg 
Hard Disk 

Systems Using the 384K RAM was aflo- 
catedas 128KRAMand256KRAMDISK. 

The INSTALLATION 
Following the 8 page Installation Manual 
provided, selecting the desired configura-
tion resulted in ERROR FREE installa-
tions. 

It is apparent from this point and on, that 
ATI'EN'llONTODETAILhasmadeLB-
DBMS an easy system to use! 

The USERS MANUAL 
The real HEART of the success of any 
software program is the ability to convey 
to the user the intent of the program, and 
how the user might implement the pro-
gram to perform the desired task. It is 
important that the USERS MANUAL 
guide the user to the area rapidly, to 
answer any question which might arise. 
Further if the MANUAL could remain 
open to a specific page, and not "snap" 
closed whilst the command is entered into 

the computer, learning to use the program 
is greatly enhanced! A "sample" program 
provided to demonstrate the use of the 
program is always a HELP! Another con-
sideration would be the arranging of the 
manual in the order which the program is 
to be used, so that continual flipping of 
pages is avoided! It would always be of 
great help, if portions of the manual were 
available as HELP screens, while running 
the program, to help check methods or 
syntax without going to the USERS 
MANUAL. 

Take HEART! LB Version 2.x.x does it 
all! From Page 1 to page 170, information 
is provided with descriptions of the "how 
to" and "why for" sprinkled generously 
throughout! True, the Table Of Contents, 
starting in the body at Menu #10 may 
seem a little strange at first, it is the first 
choice to setup a Data Base! Starting with 
Page 1, Installation, FirstTime Users, and 
upgrading from Version 1 are explained - 
Then the INTRODUCTION - and with 
Roy's permission, a little quote: 

"What exactly is a 'database'? it is noth-
ing but a fancy name for an organized 
collection of information. The box or 
recipes in your kitchen is a database. The 
telephone book is a database. That list of 
movies in your videotape library is a 
database. The public library is a database. 
Your little black book is a database." 

Itcouldn'tbe stated more simply yet more 
completely! Everyone uses a database 
daily! From this beginning, complete in-
formation is presented concerning the 
capabilities and requirements are logi-
cally outlined. A sample Mailing List 
program called Mailfile is emulated, and 
the necessary files are provided for you to 
look at. Important information is marked 
by BOXES, MARGIN LINES, or differ-
ent TYPE styles to attract your attention. 
Especially helpful if one is scanning the 
book for a particular item which "I was 
sure that I had seen!". 

Since this is an extensive package, don't 
expect to be finished in 15 minutes! At 
nearly $100, if I could be completely 

familiar with a complete package in an 
hour or so, I would figure that I had been 
"ripped off". Not to worry, I have been 
testing theprogram fora couple of months, 
and I still don't think that I know it all, 
however, there are an endless number of 
variations to be tried! 

I could continue from this point, and give 
a description of the many fine features that 
are provided with the program, including 
the up to 10 screens each for entering and 
printing information, the Index ifie opera-
tions and the screen outputting functions! 
Where would I stop? I will say that the 
ON-LINE HELP function that is provided 
will provide HELP for the current screen, 
and not just an endless help file which 
must be scanned as some programs do! 

After looking at the sample database, I 
built my database using Titles, Singers 
and locations of songs on some CD's that 
I recently purchased. That gave me 195 
entries to work with. I tried ADDING and 
DELETING, SELECTIONS and SORT-
ING, VIEWING, FORMATI'ING and 
PRINTING, and everything that I did 
worked flawlessly, or it was my fault! 

Changes, sure! I copied page 7 of the 
installation manual, and trimmed the sec-
tion called "Special Keyboard Charac-
ters" and "Using the Input Editor" for the 
TRS80, and taped it to the page, just 
before page 1! (It is blank) I never can 
seem to find that information! Now I 
know just where to look. The manual is 
delivered in one of those ever popular 
plastic multi-ring types, and frankly Roy 
has maybe put afew too many pages in for 
that size binder! They seem to get caught 
on each other if much page flipping is 
done! Care must be taken, or I'm afraid 
some tearing might occur. [Note from 
MISOSYS: the binding fingers currently 
used are now 3/4° versus the 5/8" previ-
ously used] The other option might be one 
of those SPIFFY, MISOSYS 3RINGbind-
ers usedforPRO-WAM and the GOLDEN 
OLDIES! It would also allow the addition 
of tabbed pages, and the ever popular 
"cheat notes" that are derived by each 
individual user! Since the manual is laid 
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by Matthew Reed 
Box 368 

West Lebanon, NH 03784-0368 

A 128K Model 4 contains two "extra" 
32K memory banks. These memory banks 
are generally unused by the operating 
system, although many programs do exist 
that can take advantage of the extra 64K. 
For example, the MEMDISK driver in-
cluded with LS-DOS can use the memory 
as a small, super-fast disk drive. If you 
copy all the LS-DOS system files (SYSO-
SYS13) onto this RAM disk and then 
establish it as drive zero, your Model 4 
will experience truly spectacular perfor-
mance. Library commands will execute 
instantly, and physical drive zero will 
then be available for data diskettes. 

Another excellent use for the extra 64K is 
PRO-WAM, the window controller and 
applications manager from MISOSYS. 
OncePRO-WAMhas been installed,press-
ing a special key combination "pops up" 
a menu of small applications. These 
applications, which can include a calcula-
tor, calendar, address book, to-do list, and 
more, can be used from within any pro-
gram, without exiting to LS-DOS and 
without disturbing your program in any 
way. PRO-WAM applications can even 
transfer data to and from the interrupted 
program; for example, you could "im-
port" numbers from a word processing 
document into the calculator and "export" 
the sum back to the document. 

Now that I have used a RAM disk and 
PRO-WAM, meyer want to work without 
them. The problem is that PRO-WAM 
uses 32K of the Model 4's extra memory. 
That leaves only 32K for the RAM disk, 
and that isn't enough for all the LS-DOS 
system files. Creating a RAM disk with 
only some of the system files won't work, 
because if LS-DOS can't find a necessary 
/SYS file, it displays "Error 07H" and 
often locks up the machine. This means I 
could install PRO-WAM, or I could in- 
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out as used, a double Table of Contents, 
with the Numerical Menu Items might be 
useful. 

In the back of the Manual, is another 
section calledMaintenance Utilities, (cost 
extra in the old version) which allow the 
manipulation of the data base format 'af-
ter' it has been constructed. I had to use it 
on my very first effort because I never 
seem to get things right the first time! I'm 
sure that none of you good readers suffer 
from the same problem! (Actually, the 
price of LB Version 2 is $5 cheaper than 
Version 1 and the old Maintenance Utility 
Package!) 

It won't take long before you get a little If 
0 bound waiting for modules to load, and 
if you have a FLOPPY system ONLY 
(low capacity drives) the time needed for 
DISK SWAPPING. After checking to see 
thatthevarious configurations would work 
correctly, my testing was completed using 
platform 4, with the data files stored in the 
RAMDISK. This made the process quite 
quick! As a matter of fact, I have enclosed 
the following table which gives time com-
parisons for switching from MENU to 
MODULE and MODtJLEto MENU fora 
FLOPPY DISK system and the HARD 
DISK system from MIS OSYS -: (written 
using the NEW FILE STORE section in 
option 4!) 

I could shave another 'second' off the 
HARD DISK tune if Iput the LB modules 
in the RAMDISK instead of my DATA 
FILE, but that substantially increased my 
'Loading' time. 

Along the same lines of thought, a little 
simple math will show that if you have a 
large data base file, with many entries, 
you will easily run out of capacity to store 
and manipulate your files using only a 
FLOPPY system. (Remember, you will 
need a work file, possibly as large as your 
main file for sorts and a temporary file.) 
These problems are resolved by ordering 
a HARD DISK drive system, and config-
uring the partitions to 13 MEG each! (Roy 
has the control formats for his 40MEG 
hard disk system!) If you must go to the 

maximum thatLB will handle, aniceMS-
DOS system with at least 130+ MEG will 
be required! (All - get the COLORADO 
TAPE BACKUP from ROY while you are 
at it!) 

RAM CRAM and LB 
I always like to check the 'corners' while 
I'm testing to see how FRIENDLY the 
new software is to the HARDWARE and 
0therRESIDENT SOFTWARE. LB  ranks 
VERY HIGH in it ability to work with 
other resident software, like PROWAM 
or ZSHELL, KISTORE or IOMON. If 
you CRAM too hard, however, you will 
get the CAN'T LOAD message, no 
memory, and you will have to drop some 
of your resident programs. If you have 
managed to fill memory prior to entering 
LB and have a HIGH MEM pointer much 
LOWERthan x'E990,LB starts tolockup 
your system! Since memory is dynami-
cally allocated by LB during RUNTIME, 
this boundary is not checked. Module 3-
Update and Delete locks between x'E990 
and x'E980: Module 8 - Define Screen 
Formats locks between x'E586 and 
x'E580: Module 9- Define Print Formats 
locks between x'E7B0 and x'E7AO. If you 
happen to lock up your system, check the 
HJMEM boundary and insure that you 
haven'tviolatedLBs space. You still have 
around 5K for drivers and filters. In a 
machine with only 64K in the base unit, 
with 16K reserved at the bottom for the 
operating system, 5K at the TOP is really 
generous! Again it shows the care that has 
been taken to provide a top quality pro-
grain to those who have 'stayed behind' in 
the run for 'wallet'! 

THE NEXT STEP! 
The next step is for the reader to sit down 
and write out a check for LB! You have 
been waiting for this program, You Know 
You Have! I heard you say just the other 
day, that if there was a really fine Data 
Base Manager for this old TRS80 of mine, 
that you were going to get it! Now admit 
it, YOU DID! Now,justthink, after we all 
have BOUGHT our copies (DID YOU 
CATCH THAT - THE OPERATIVE 
PHRASE IS 'TO BUY' AS IN 'PUR- 

CHASE' - as opposed to 'COPY' AS IN 
'PIRATE'!) then we can 'SHARE' all of 
those NEAT Data Base Templates, like 
the one for MISOSYS articles written a 
couple of years back! Oh- YES, and while 
you are at it,RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIP-
TION TO TMQ for another year! 

IN CONCLUSION 
Well, the cuppa' jo shouldbe gone, orcold 
by now! Thanks for sharing this time with 
me. I hope that this information will be of 
value to you the reader, and that aLB is in 
your future! 

LB Module Switching Times (Sees) 

Direction Floppy Hard Disk 
Menu to 1 00.00 00.00 
itoMenu 00.00 00.00 
Menu to  11.50 02.59 
2 t Menu 19.17 04.03 
Menu to 3 12.57 02.93 
3 to Menu 20.59 03.98 
Menu to  11.63 02.43 
4 t Menu 18.33 03.79 
Menu to 5 12.87 02.80 
5 t Menu 19.77 03.90 
Menu to 6 00.00 00.00 
6 to Menu 00.00 00.00 
Menu to 7 02.82 00.11 
7toMenu 00.11 00.00 
Menu to  12.70 02.81 
8 to Menu 17.84 03.70 
Menu to9 13.72 03.24 
9 to Menu 17.90 03.75 
Menu to 10 07.35 02.13 
lOtoMenu 03.80 01.85 
Menu to 11 06.70 00.83 
11 to Menu 00.00 00.00 
Menu to 12 03.84 00.66 
12 to Menu 03.84 00.66 
Menu to 13 00.00 00.00 
13 to Menu 00.00 00.00 
Menu to 14 00.00 00.00 
14 to Menu 00.00 00.00 
Menu to 15 05.97 01.44 
l5toMenu 18.72 05.20 
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Attention TRS-80 users! 

Future* Systems has been leasing Model 4 computers to the 
business market since 1984. We now have a vast stock of parts, 
hard drives, CRT screens, controllers, etc.. Items range from 
new, demo, and pre-owned. We have items far too numerous to 
list here. Send us your name and address and we will send you 
a complete list. Hurry, don't delay. Some items are hard to find 
and will go fast. So send your name , address, city, zip, and 
phone number today. We will send a listing back via first class 
mail so you can start your TRS-80 shopping today. But please 
don't delay! 

Future *Syste s 
Suite #143 

2050 Idle Hour Center 
Lexington, KY. 40502 



PowerMail Plus 
"This is one of the BEST mail-list programs we've seen for the TRS-80, 

and for its price, iVs a down-right bargain." 
INFO WORLD 

Rated FOUR STARS in the May 1984 80-Micro! 

PowerMail Plus 

**** 
MISOSYS Inc 
P0 Box 239 
Sterling, VA 23170 
Mold 4 
(Mold i'm wd flIUI 

92* o.oly$39.M*S&H 

Easytouu? *** 
Good doer? ****fr 

Does thsjob? ***** 
• INFO WORLD'S Essential Guide To The 77?S-80 said... 
"If you need to maintain large mailing data-bases, you should definitely 
consider PowerM41L Plus... It is exceptionally fast The program is intrinsi-
cally efficient., overall concept and design are excellent PowerMail Plus 
offers the kind of features that businesses, in particular, need." 

• 80-MICRO said in their May 84 issue, 
ifyou're looking fora mailing-list system, I highly recommend Pc werSoft's 
PowerMail Pius. (The) manual is highin quality, content and workmanship. 
The commands were easy to use and remember." 

• OMNI's Complete Catalog of Computer Software wrote... 
"This isa vety potent mailing-list program with many versatile features. ...lt 
lives up to (PowerSoft's) normal high-standards... it's an excellent mailing 
list program." 

PowerMAlL Plus is a highly acclaimed, deluxe mailing/data storage system 
written entirely in machine language for maximum operating speed. Besides 
being a mailing system, it is also capable of generating custom personalized 
"form letters to whatever groupings of labels you wish using the TEXT-
MERGE module, available separately. Many of its features, such as 
extensive data "flags" enable you to use it as a limited data-base manager, 
too. PowerMAlL+ is a "DISK-BASED" system, rather than "RAM-BASED", 
therefore it can keep track of over 520,000 individual entries by combining 
up to eight different mailing lists (which, of course would require a hard 
drive). There are no "slow" periods when PowerMAIL+ is running. Features 
have been added to this program that othershave always lacked. You now 
have the ability to keep track of mailings using 24 user defined "flags" that 
are incorporated into the PowerMAlL+ program. Separate any category in 
any manner you wish. 

PowerMail+ can use multiple floppies by logging them in and out of the 
system. The program will run in as lithe as a 32K one drive environment, but 
dual drives or 80 track or double sided drives, or a hard drive are 
recommended for more serious use. The more available freespace, the 
more names you can store. A Model Ill or 4 data disk will hold about 1150 
names. Double thatfor8O track or4O track double-sided drives (41)).Works 
great on hard drives aswellas floppies l Handles drives O-7. PowerSoftused 
it on their hard drive system for over four years with excellent results! Does 
not pre-allocate the entire drive, but allows you to define how many records 
you need at initialization time. If you need more room later, there is away 
get your names onto a LARGER file easily. Also you may have a file on each 
disk or platter, if you have multiple drives, or a hard drive. This further 
Increases overall storage, as PowerMAlL+ will treat the files individually, or 
as an overall total. TWELVE LEVEL SORT! The program will sort up to 
TWELVE levels that you wish in any order. Other features include the ability 
to separate your flags and put them onto another file, merge files together, 
and then separate whatever you want, improved "key" search, improved 
field lengths, improved disk I/O, and much improved print routines. The main 
thing here is that PowerMAlL+was designed to be easy to use, easy to start 
up, and easy to train people to enter your names. 

With PowerMAIL+, you have many print options based on Labels or Lists. 
If you choose labels, you have a choice of two modes and are asked how 
many labels across and the spacing required. The default settings are for 
the standard one up label commonly available (you may choose up to 4 
across). it you choose listings, you have four choices to choose from there. 
if printing a UST rather than LABELS, a user-definable "header" will be 
printed, along with the page number. This really makes an impressive 
printout, as well as adds to the usefulness. 
PowerMAlL Plus' print system can be controlled from flag settings, allowing 
you to print only a part of the file. You may keep lists within lists. No need 
to keep separate files for different classifications. Use the flag or DATA fields 
for separating them for printout There is a lot of flexibility here! In addition, 
you can tell itto SET FLAGs after printing to designate WHO got alabel, etc. 

This will contribute tremendously to the efficiency of your mass mailings, 
because for the first time you can keep track of who has been sent a 
particular mailing. Avoid duplicate mailings with ease! Let PowerMAlL Plus 
do it for you! 
PowerMAlL Plus also incorporates a very fast search mode for locating a 
particular entry in the shortest possible time (supports wild cards too), as 
well as a sort-merge routine which allows you to sort files larger than can fit 
into memory. Best of all, PowerMAlL Pius includes routines which will 
convert files created by some of the other popular mailing list systems to its 
own internal format, so you don't waste any time retyping. 

Converts data files from these mail systems: 
Radio Shack MailUst Expanded 	 POSTMAN 
Radio Shack MailList Compressed 	PowerMail 1.0 
Special Delivery 	 Galactic Mailfile 
Extra Special Delivery 

Text-Merge 
TEXT-MERGE isa stand-alone form letter utility for PowerMAlL Plus. It will 
take a form letter prepared in ASCII format by any word processor or text 
editor (i.e. TED), and merge the contents of a PowerMAlL Plus ADDER file 
into the letter. The form letter may be as long as available memory (usually 
about 32K) or as short as a few lines. TEXT-MERGE is ideal for creating 
personalized mailings or specially-formatted mailing labels. You use Pow-
erMAiL Plus' flag system to separate those records forwhich you wantform 
letters printed into an ADDER file, then simply run TEXT-MERGE. 

Prompts allow you to specify such parameters as page size, number of 
printed lines per page, line length, leftmargin, whether or not linefeeds follow 
carriage returns, and whether of not you want to pause after each page. 
During printing a count of letters printed is displayed on the screen. 

Since TEXT-MERGE accepts all ASCII codes from 0 to 255 as valid data, 
you can create special print effects by embedding printer control codes in 
your form letter text. if you have a word processor which will permit this. 

Fields from the PowerMAlL Plus record are inserted into the form letter at 
places marked by @n, where n is a digit from 0 to 9, which corresponds to 
the record fields. Field datamay be inserted in any order, and each field may 
appear as many times as necessary. 

Here is how you might start out a form letter; 
Mr. @2@1 
@3 
@4 @5 
@6, @7@8  

Dear Mr. @1, 

Here is what the resulting printout would look like; 
Mr. Robert Jones 
ABC Paper Co. 
1632 North St. Suite 101 
Ft. Worth, TX 76751 

Dear Mr. Jones, 

Model I/Ill/MAX-SO or Model 4/4P. Please Specify which computer! 
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MEMORYdspIays (or prints) the statts fswitehaUe 
OS. 	DOS.6.a1iflSflO*fl.. 	 I tt it 	t boncr our copy- I memory banks...  jiiov 	to the 	we1La ..a map4 • 	• 	 . 

I modules resident In I/O driver system maozy and I 
I high memory 	 t Bafl 	6 341 disketteisa'ailab1es areplace- I 
I SpecirSYM PW=di,SWA=d2toswitchdrIve 

di I 
I dl for d2 Either may be the system drive, and a Job I 
I Control Language file may be active on either of the The 6 3 1 diskette comes with a 30-day warranty, 
I I 

swapped drives written customer support Is available for 30 days 

I The TED text•ditor nowlias commands -  to print the 
from the purchase date Versionafor the Model 4 and 
Model II/12 arearaIIble. ff you doot already have I 

I entire text buffer, or the contents of thefirst block an LS-DOS 6.3.0, order the 6.3.I :Upgrade  Kit with 
I 

encountered. Obtain directories from TED, tool o days of customer support for $39.95 (+$4 S&H). I 
I r •  . 	 .? 	 I 
i I 	 MrSOSYS, Inc I 	 I 
i I 	 P,OBox239 I 	 I 
u I 	 Sterling, VA 22170-0239 1 	 I 

• 	703-450-4181 forders to OO-MI$OSYS ($47-6797fl 	J 	 I ....•..... _.•. ...•.._._ 

LDOS 5.3.1: the support continues 
I I 
I The DATE command, "Date?" prompt on boot, and the Specify "RESET filespec (DATE=OFF)" to restore a I 

@DATE SVC now support a date range of 32 years; file's directory entry to the old-style dating of pre-5.3 I 
I from January 1, 1980 through December 31, 2011; release. Specify "RESET filespec (DATE=ON)" to es- 

• 
time-stamping, too. tablish a file's directory date as that of the current 

system date and time. 
I Double-density BOOT support for Model I with I 
I embedded SOLE and FORMAT (SYSTEM). Supports Both Model I and Model ifi support similar com- 

I 
mirror-Image backup, too. Reworked FDUBL driver mands: all features of Model ifi 5.3.0 are In Model I 

I eliminates PDUBL and RDUBL and takes less memory; 5.3.1. That Includes such facilities as DOS and BASIC 
enhanced resident driver eliminates TWOSIDE. help files, SETCOM and FORMS library commands, I 

I TED text editor, BASIC enhancements, etc. All DOS 
A 

I 
Model III versionauto-detects Model 4 for installation commands have been groomed for Model 4 IS-DOS 

I of K14 keyboard driver; Supports CAPS, CTRL, and 6.3.1 syntax where possible. 
I function keys. I • Best of all, a 5.3.1 diskette is available as a replace- 

I 
SYSTEM command supports removable and reusable 
BLINK, ALIVE, 	UPDATE 

ment for your 5.3.0 diskette for $15 (plus $3 S&H 
I and 	memory modules. In US and Canada, $4 elsewhere). There's no need to 

I The TED text editor now has commands to print the return your current master. 	 I 
I entire text buffer, or the contents of the first block The 5.3.1 diskette(s)come(s) with a3O-daywarranty: I 
I encountered. Obtain directories from TED, tool written customer support Is available for 30 days I 
I The SPOOL command offers Pause, Resume, and 

to 

from the purchase date. Versions for the Model I and I 
Model III are available. If you do not already have an • Clear parameters. (OFF) attempts 	reclaim memory 

used. LDOS 5.3.0, order the 5.3.1 Upgrade Kit with 30 
I days of customer support for $39.95 (.444 S&H). 
I Alter the logical record length of a file with -pEsr Some features require lower case or DDEN adaptor. I 
I filespec (LRL=n)" 	 . I 
I I 
I I 



I With a 20 or 40 MB MISOSYS Hard Drive I 
connected to your TRS-80 Model III or 4, your I 

: computer will sail through data access. 	 I 

v---. 	
I 
I 

I Order any hard drive kit or unit from MISOSYS and we'll pre- 	•. 	 - 	 I 

1 install either LS-DOS 6.3.1 or LDOS 5.3.1 at no extra charge.  
I 

I MISOSYS has been shipping complete drive kit packages since September 1989 which plug 	 . 	I 
I into Model 4/4P/4D and Model Ill computers; let us build one up for you! Our host adaptor, 	 . 	I which interfaces the 50-pin expansion port of the TRS-80 (host) to the 50-pin SCSI port of 	-, I the HDC, sports a hardware real time clock using aDS 1287 clock module. With its internal  
I battery lifetime in excess of 10 years, never enter date and time again. It even adjusts for  
I daylight saving time! An available option is a joystick port and Kraft MAZEMASTER - 

joystick with a port interface identical to the old Alpha Products joystick; thus, any software .... .. .. . .. .. ..... i 

u which operated from that joystick will operate from this one. 	 • 	Prices currently in effect: 	• 
: Complete MISOSYS Drive Kits: I 

I Software provided supporting the S1421 and 4010A controllers includes: a low level .20 Megabyte l 	 $450 

I formatter, an installation utility and driver; a high level formatter; a sub-disk partitioning • 40 Megabyte kit: 	$575 • I 
I utility; utilities to archive/restore the hard disk files onto/from floppy diskettes; a utility to Joystick option 	 $20 • 

park the drive's read/write head; a utility to set or read the hardware clock; a keyboard filter • LDOS software interface 	$30 
I which allows the optional joystick to generate five keycodes; and a utility to change the • Aerocomp Hard Drives: I joystick filter's generated "keystroke" values after installation. Optional LDOS 5.3 software • 5 Meg unit 	 $250 • I 

is available. 	 :20 Meg unit 	 $400 	I 

1 	Aerocomp Hard Drives now available from MISOSYS 	
.40 Meg drive 	 $500 • I 

MISOSYS H/A with software $75 • I 
Twenty megabyte drive packages are currently built with a Kalok 3.5" hard drive; Forty : 

Xebec 1421 HDC 	$7 : I 
• Adaptec 4010 HDC 	$75 . I megabyte packages use a Seagate ST251-1 28 millisecond drive. Drive packages are offered • Drive power Y cable 	$5 • I 

I as 'pre-assembled kits' Your 'kit' will be assembled to order and fully tested; all you will 
i need to do is plug it in and install the software. Drive kits include a 50-pin host interface cable : XT drive cable set 	 : I 

and the hardware clock. Add a joystick for but $20 additional (see price schedule). 	 • I 
I Note: freight charges are additional. MISOSYS is also the sole source of remaining brand new Aerocomp hard drives. A limited •  	• I 
I number of NEWS megabyte units are available. All Aerocomp drives include status LEDs, : Prices sabjeatochangewithoutnotice i 

I software driver and formatter, power and host cables, and installation Job Control Language. 	.. 	 .. .. I 

1 	____ 	Pre-installed program collections at unheard of prices! 	 I 
I 

I 	 I 
For alimitedtime,MJSOSYS Programmers Powerpack - $50 	Model ifi Games Galore - $40 	I 
presents fantastic program MC: C compiler, MRAS: macro assembler; Leo Cristopherson's Greatest Hits; Kim Watt I 

I sets pre-installed on your HartFORTH: FORTH compiler; DSMBLR: Z80 Game Disk; Lance Micklus' Greatest Hits; The i 
disassembler; CON80Z: converts 8080 to Gobbling Box; Bounceoids; Crazy Painter, I newly purchased hard drive. 
Z80;UNREL:convertsRELtoASM;TheSOURCE: Frogger, Scarfman; Space Castle; MISOSYS I 

I For just a modest additional 
3-volume book set 	 H]) Joystick option 	 I 

I charge for each collection, 	 I 
I we will install all software on 	 I 
I your hard drive and provide Model 4 Business Bonanza - $so 	Model ifi Business Bonanza - $50 

you with all documentation. LB Data Manager; PRO-WAM: Pop-up desk- 	PowerMail: Mailing list; TextMerge: form let- I 
But hurry, these offers are top; Misterlid: MorewammiesLS-LED: text 	ters; AFM data ifie manager, FILTER Pack; I 

I available for only a limited 	 LED: text editor 	 I 
I time and are offered only at 	 I 
I the time of a new hard drive 	 Model 4 Ultimate Utilities - $50 	 I 
I purchase. 	 GO:Maintenance; GO:System Enhancements; GO:Command Utilities; Powersoft's Toolbelt; I 
I LS-Utility Disk I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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When you don't have to 
write in stone, don't let 
your editor weigh you 
down. You need SAID-86! 
Editing was never so easy! 

SAID-86 is a fast, flexible, full screen text editor for PC's. It is perfect for 
editing batch files, program listings, README files, CONFIGSYS files, 
and anything you now do with EDLIN or the non-document mode of a 
wordprocessor. Why strugglewithhuge editors; when all is said and don; 
SAID-86 will be your text editor of choicel 

HartFORTH-86Th 
HartFORTH is a Direct Threaded Code Implementation full 
79-STANDARD FORTH which runs under DOS; the Virtual 
Memory that it accesses for storage and retrieval purposes 
is a file created and controlled by the operating system. 
HartFORTH's enhancements Include functions to call the 
DOS file handling routines so that other files may be 
created and accessed if required. A library of standard 
screens Is supplied with HartFORTH to provide often used 
extensions to the language, such as double length and 
floating point math, editing of source screens, siring ma-
nipulation, arrays, etc. Priced at $59.95 + $5S&H 
PHartFORUijrograins can invoke other programs via EXEC and 

30 Functions create new ifies from within HartFORrH, and allow 
the current Virtual Memory file to be changed for another and 
manipulated at the individual block level. 

PsProvldes the recommended 79-STANDARD DOUBLE NUMBER 
STANDARD EXTENSION word set that implements 32-bit opera-
tions. 

30 CASE: and SWITCH: functions allow multi-way branching 
decisions to be taken with execution continuing In-line once the 
word branched to completes. 

Ps' String manipulators Include: 11V1stIJmE, "CONSTANT, '9, 
"RIGHT, "HID, "+, "CO4PAPE, and ->. 

Is' DOS software and hardware interruptvector access supportvia: 
GET.VECTOR. PUT. VECTOR, THIS.SZG. DI, and El. 

Is V24 program Input, output, and interrupt input support 
Is' Overlay ,  rnanageinentwords:FORGET .OVLY, OLI5t,PUT .DATA, 

OVLY.ENTRY, SAVE.OVLY, CORRECT?, LOD.OVLY, NEW.OVLY, 
RUN. OVLY, and LEAVE. OVLY. 

Is' Screens provide trigonometric functions: SIN. • COS., TAX., SIN, 
COS, and TAN. 

!II10 

Are you still fussing 
with floppies for 
BACKUP? CMS' DJ1 0 
or DJ20 tape drive 	.__ 
from MISOSYS is your solution! 

The Colorado Memory Systems' JUMBO tape drives fit all computers. 
Internal mounting in AT's, XT's, and PC's, they connect to your floppy 
disk controller. Tape adaptor board needed when two floppies are in use. 
Kit converts Jumbo to external use. 
• In about 5.5 minutes, a Dil0 backs up lOMB's file-by-file - the fastest 

in the industiyl 40MB's gets backed up in about l8to20minutes. Uses 
industry-standard DC2000/DC2120 tape cartridges. 

• DJ1O/DJ2O plugs into your floppy disk controller to save cost, power, 
and a slot. Needs 5-1/4" (or 3.5 with faceplate) mounting slot. 

• Optional adapterboard mounts in yourcomputerto provide atapeport. 
When used with the external DJ10/D320, it lets you share your drive 
between computers. Note: external adaptor includes "Tape Adaptor" 

• DJ10 has up to 120 megabytes of capacity using compression with a 
DC2120 tape; D320 has up to 250 megabytes of capacity. 

I DJ10 Jumbo 	$199 ($7S&H) I DJ20 Tape drive $265 ($7S&H) 
I A10 Adaptor 	$75 ($3S&Hl 

NEW 
I Kb 	External Kit $110 ($5S&A) LOWER 
I DC2000 tape 	$20.00 PRICES 
1 DC2120 tape 	$25.00 

Why buy just a FAX board, when the 
ZOFAX 96/24 from MISOSYS includes a 
2400 baud modem for afew bucks more? 
Turn your PC into a FAX machine! 
/Send and receive FAX from any CCITT Group mFax Machine or PC Fax 
.(Auto  receive and print incoming Fax messages (Background receiving 
/ Distribut Fax messages to multiple destinations of Fax mail merge 
of Time schedule transmission to take advantage of low nightime rates 
/2400bps Fully Hayes Compatible Modem 
I Includes powerful but easy to use BITCOM and BITFAX software 

Further price reduction: Just $125 + $7S&B 

EXPANZ!TM Disk Expander Card 
•With the EXPAND data compression card, you can boost hard disk capacity uj 
*to three times. EXPANZI plugs into any open slot and intercepts calls to and fron 
*the disk controllers. Compresses and decompresses in real time. Requires PCIXT 
*AT or compatible running DOS 3.x or higher. Now Just $150 + $7S&E. 



Let our LB Data Manager solve 
your data storage problems 
LB Version 2.2:A Flat File Data Manager with more powerful and 
easy to use features in this latest enhancement of Little Brother! 
Now with data conversion utility forDiF, pfs, Profile, dBASE, 

We've added many features asked foroverthe past few years by LB users; yet LB is still ab 
the easiest, most flexible data manager you can use for managing your data. Absolutely 
programming is needed to create a database with numerous fields, construct input scre 
for adding and editing data, and create your own customized report. Quickly you define yo 
data fields in response to LB's prompts, and then draw your data input screen using simpli 
keystrokes - or have LB automatically create your input screen. In no time at all, you're 
entering data. Customize your printed reports with user-definable print screen defini-
tions. LB is just what you need in a data manager! Now even more in version 2.2! 

Data capacity per database: 
LB supports up to 65,534 records per data base; 1,024 characters (64 
fields) per record; and up to 254 characters per field. 

Field types supported: 
LB allows ten field types for flexibility: alphabetic (A-Z, a-z), calcu-
lated (operations on 'numeric fields using +, -' , /) ,dae last modified 
(YYYY/MMJDD automatically maintained), dollar (±dddddddd.dd), 

floating point (ndddddddd.dddddddd, literal (any ASCII character), 
numeric (0-9,-, .J, right-justified numeric (flush right numeric), upper 
case alphabetic (A-Z, automatic conversion of a-z), and upper case 
literal (literal with automatic conversion of a-z). All field types utilize 
input editing verification so invalid data carinol. be  added to a record. 
Field name strings can be up to 19 characters lopg. 

Data entry and editing: 
LB allows you to design up to ten different put/update screens to 
provide extreme flexibility for selectively viewing your database fields. 
Using a database password provides the capability of selectively protect-
ing fields from being displayed or printed without entry of the correct 
database password, or they can be protected from being altered. This is 
quite useful in a work-group environment. Fields may selectively be 
established to require a data entry before a record being added or edited 
is saved. You can enable a special index file to keep track of records being 
added. This can be subsequently used, for example, for a special mailing 
to newly added customers. Flexible editing includes global search and 
replace with wild-card character match and source string substitution. 
Search and replace can be performed on all records, or on records 
referenced in an unsorted or sorted index file. 

Record selection and sorting: 
You can maintain up to ten different index files to keep your data 
organized per your multiple specifications. Records may be selected for 
reference in an index file by search criteria using six different field 
comparisons: EQ, NE, GT, GE, LT, and LB. You can select on up to eight 
different fields with AND and OR connectives. Index files can be left 
unsorted, or you can sort in ascending or descending order. By attaching 
a sorted index file, any record may be found within seconds - even in a 
very large database. LB even includes a special command for automati-
cally finding duplicate records 1 

Report generation: 
Report generation incorporates a great flexibility. Your report presenta-
tion is totally customized through print definition formats which you 
define on the screen as easily as you define the input/update screens. You 
can truncate field data, strip trailing spaces, or tab to a column. You 
control exactly where you want each field to appear. LB provides for a 
report header complete with database statistics: database name, date, 
time, and page numbers. A report footer provides subtotaling, totaling, 
and averaging for dollar, floating point, and calculated fields; print 
number of records printed per page and per report. Attach any of the ten 

index files and you control exactly what records getprinted; even a subset 
of indexed records can be selected for printing to give you a means of 
recovering from that printer jam halfway through your 30-page printout. 
You can even force anew page when the key field of an index file changes 
value. Up to ten different printout definition formats can be maintained 
for each database. Reports may be sent easily to a printer, the console 
display screen, or to a disk file - useful for subsequent printing or 
downstream data export to other programs. Report formatting allows for 
multiple across mailing labels, multiple copies of the same record, or 
even printing one record perpage for sales books. You can easily generate 
mail/merge files of address or other data for your word processor. Or you 
can use LB's built-in form letter capability. 

Automatic operation: 
For automating your processing needs, LB can be run in an automatic 
mode, without operator intervention. Frequently used procedures can be 
saved by LB's built-in macro recorder for future use. Entire job streams 
may be produced, so that LB operations may be intermixed with literally 
any DOS function that can be batch processed. 

Maintenance utilities: 
To make it easy for you to grow your database as your data needs grow, 
we provide two utility programs formanaging your database. One allows 
you to construct a new database with an altered data structure and 
populate it with data from your existing database Another allows you to 
duplicate your database structure, copy or move records from one to 
another, or automatically purge un-needed records. A third utility 
converts to LB from pfsFILE4, Proflle4, DIF, dBASE ll&ffl, and 
fixed record; also converts to DIF, dBASE, and delimited. 

Help is on the way: 
The main menu even provides a shell to DOS so you can temporarily exit 
LB to perform other DOS commands. LB provides extensive on-line help 
available from almost every sub-command. A 200-page User Manual 
documents every facet of LB's operation. 

Trade-up policy: 
Send in the Table of Contents page from any existing database program 
and get LB Version 2 for half price. 

Specify MS-DOS or TRS-80 version. LB is priced at $99 + $5 S&H (US; 
$6 Canada; $7 Europe; $9 Asia, Pacific Rim, and Australia). To trade UP 
from any other database, send Table of Contents page and $49.50 4-S&H. 
Remit : 

MISOSYS, Inc. 
P0 Box 239 

Sterling, VA 22170 
703-450-4181 or orders to 800-MISOSYS 
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............................... 
•  
• Aerocomp Hardware is now available from MISOSYS • 

. 

• Model I DDen Controller (DDC) 	$45 + $6S&H 	. 
• Model 111/4 FDC board 	 $45 + $6S&H 

Model 111/4 RS232 board 	$45 + $6S&H 	• 
• Model 111/4 RS232 Kit 	 $50 + $6S&H 	. 

Aerocomp 5 Meg HD 	 $250 + S&H 
• Aerocomp 20 Meg HD 	 $400 + S&H 
• Aerocomp 40 Meg HD 	 $500 + S&H 

MM CP/M 2.2 HD drivers 	$29.95 + $3S&H 
•.• S... •••SS••••••S• •.. .. •... .• 
I.. ••••••••SS• .••..• ..• .. .... .. 

: The cornsoflGroup 	 : 
• 	Model 11111 Action Games Special 
• 	 . 
• All five games on a single disk for one low price! • 
• You get Bounceoids, Crazy Painter, Space Castle, Scarfman, 

and The Official Frogger; all five for $20 + $3S&H 
•...•.•....•..•.••....•••••..•• 

MISOSYS, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 239 

Sterling, VA 22170-0239 
703-450-4181 

orders: 800-MISOSYS 
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•...•..•••..•.•...•••.......... 
• 	 . 
• 	SUPER UTILITY PLUS 	. 
: 	The greatest utility ever written for the TRS-80! 

:

Rea4 repairs & works with popular TRS-80 Dos'Mods i, iii, 4!: 
SU is curnplexely menu-driven, is configurable for all the popular IRS-SO DOSs, 

.regardless of density, track number, number of sides, or system used. SU removes 
or decodes passwords, refonnats a disk without erasing the data, fixes problems. 

.cks upmostproucied disks,etc. SUhas over 65 functions and features. A fantastic. 
Sbluy. Does not work on hard disks. (Specify Mod I&ffl or Mod4) 
• 	 . 
• Super Utfflty+ Half-Price special: $22.98 + $5S&H 
.•...•• •e....•..o..•...•. 
..•............................ 

PRO-WAM Sale Price Plunge 
• If you are not using PRO-WAM on your 128K Model 4,. 
• you're not using your 4! You'll get a pop-up desktop. 
• manager with ADDRESS, BRING UP, CAL, CARD, CALC,• 
• PHRASE, and more. Exporti Import across windows. PSORT: 

your data files. $37.48 + $6S&H 
............................... 
•...•.......................... 
• 	DoubleDuty doubles your 128K Model 4 

Now on sale at half price! 
• DoubleDuty divides your Mod4's memory into three corn-, 
• plete and independent partitions. Two operate as they were. 
• each their own 64K computer. Get the best task switcheryou. 

can buy. Our2.6 release also works with extended memory. • 
If you thought you needed a second computer, think again. 

, At $24.98 + $3S&H, you cant affordto not have DoubleDuty., 

Sale  
good 
thmug 
Mar 
3 1st. 

New LB Version 2.2.0 released. Details inside! 
International LS-DOS 6.3.1 now available. Details inside! 

MISOSYS acquires Aerocomp's remaining hardware! 

A MISOSYS,  Inc. 
P0 Box 239 
Sterling, VA 22170-0239 
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